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. ~.;; Hundreds Gather In Park to
.AVent Anger Against NYPD

Baruch Salutes
Great Women
In History

------,-~---

Staif Writer
At the close of Women's History
Month, the women of Baruch. led by
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be aware of are.

"We could have control over our :
destiny, our lives," said Lee who
stressed the need for women to take
control of their health. "Everything
was done for the man."
In recent years, there has been a lot
of research on· women's health
Issues.
Shan-san Wu/Ticker News
"Breast Cancer is the first disease
New York's Finest out in force on Wednesday. Union Square Park was
we worry about," said Lee, who
the scene of a demonstration against police brutality.
implored women to have mammograms done to check for lumps. An
early detection of cancerous cells can
give a fighting chance, Lee stressed. '
She said that half of women cancersufferers in America die of cancer.

Faculty Address .Handling of.
Student Evaluation Results

Lee also noted that people who do '
nothave children and those who have 1 By AlanCboDg
had children after reaching 30, have a : Contributing 'Writer
higher chance of getting cancer.
According to the American Cancer :
Complaints of decreasing office
Society, the risk of cancer can be space and delayed student evaluation
reducedby having a prqper dj~LA ~ results dominated the issuesraised at
booklet of the 10 dietary nutrients for ! a Faculty Senate meeting held last
prevention of cancer were given to Thursday.
audience members. These nutrients
Certain faculty members cominclude flax. seed, olive, soy, wheat plained about the time it takes for
germ and tomato.
student evaluations to be processed.
Other issues discussed were heart : With faculty adjunct appointments
disease and osteoporosis.
only a month away, a delay in the
Lee said that heart-disease is most- i release of the fall evaluations will
Iy a result of eating too much fat. I hinder department heads from decidOsteoporosis is an ailment that most- ! ing how to allocate their faculty staff:
"They will be finished processing
ly affects women over 30. It is caused
by the lack of calcium, which in tum ! by the end of May," said newly
causes holes in your bones. Away to; appointed Acting Provost Myrna
prevent it is to exercise and take Chase in response to the complaint.
Chase also added that they will be
electronically
available to the profesSee BARUCH, Page 3

In Features;
A profile of an independent
filmmaker.
See Page 7

In Business:
\V\VF, NBC merge with an
attitude.

See Page 13

In Sports:
\1 inners commentary, sports

roundup.
See Back Page

In Asylum:
An interview with John Cusak,

movies, music reviews, more.
See The Asylum

Noted Sex Author Sheds Light
On Modem Jewish Sex Habits

sors.
Some members suggest that an outside firm should handle the simple :
computerized task in the future. They
argue that this will increase the proI By Jessica Rubenstein
ductivity of student
Senior Staff Writer
evaluations.
Along with this complaint was the
Dating and sex is important in our
debate on whether or not evaluations
daily
lives. Sex is essential for proshould include a student comment
creation. Rabbi Shmuley Boteach is
section that was introduced last fall.
There are those that support the an acclaimed and well-known author.
idea because it will help improve a I He has eleven books out on the marprofessor's teaching skills. However ket. His bestsellers include Kosher
some faculty believe that departmen- Sex, Dating Secrets of the Ten
tal heads should not be able to utilize Commandments and Jewish Guide
the comment section in appointing to Adultery.
Boteach was nice enough to come
faculty. The members have agreed
that it is governance issue that will to Baruch college and shed some
take some time to resolve'. One sug- light on this topic. According to
gestion was to resort to the old. eval- Boteach, all dating intentions fall into
three categories: sex and sexual pleaSee FACULTY, Page 5
sure, fun and enjoyment and mar-

a

riage and a family.
"He took something that is very
subjective and tried to explain it
objectively" said Dimetry, a student
who attended. ·'1 agreed with most of
the things."
Many people today date as a game
and some people take it more seriously. "It's almost like Cruel
Intentions for some and for others its
very serious,"said Dimetry.
Some probably would not think that
dating could be so complicated but
after analyzing severaJ relationships
with Baruch students, the dysfunctionality of relationships was made

See KOSHER, Page 5

Skylight Lounge Provides Venue for Lecture on Race,
History And Engenderment of Harlem Renaissance
By Hasani Gittens

Op-Eds Editor

In OplEds:
Relections on the riots and the
rally.
See Page 9

dents' reasons for not attending.
Fears of police harassment, beatings and ki llings have propelled
some of the city's young people to
take action. Since the Amadou Diallo
By Macollvie .Iean-Francois
verdict was announced on Feb.25,
Copy Editor
others have died at the hands of
Hundreds of high school and col- . police. Among them are Malcolm
Ferguson and Patrick Dorismond.
lege stuc!ents crowded into the southeast section of Union Square Park Only five days prior to the rally,
police had killed two youths in
last Wednesday to rally against police
Brooklyn. According to a SLAM
brutality. In response to a call to
press release. April 5 marks the 41 st
action by the Student Liberation
day since that verdict.
Action Movement at Hunter College,
"I'm outraged because of the way
the students. joined by parents, teach":
the police are treating us," said
ers and others concerned, came to
Jessica
Lowman, a 17-year-old high
voice their feelings about the killing
of Black, Latino and other youths of school senior at Brooklyn College
Academy. "I'm not a target and they
color in New York City.
need to recognize that."
"It's my people that are being
The rally's cultural tone was
killed," said April Banks, a Baruch
College senior. "I should be here, I apparent as speakers and performers
shared their thoughts .Jnstead of havcould be next."
ing high-profile community activists
Undergraduate Student
as speakers, the organizers left it to
Government Vice President Braulio
the young people from such high
Medina concurred. "This calls to me
schools as Institute of Collaborative
from the essence," said Medina.
Education to run the show. The pro"Some people have not realized
what's truly important;" continued
See POLICE, Page 5
Medina in speculation of some stu-

Police, Taking No Chances,
Cordon Off Union Square

By Franck Mongbe

Color Network, discussed what she
thinks the nine issues women shouid

APRIL 10, 2000

The Harlem Renaissance, the period of high society and intellectualism
in Uptown Manhattan from post
World War I to the Great Depression.
or, arguably, even up to World War II.
was a defining moment in Black
American life and has most always
been thought about in terms of .race
rather than gender. The noun, however, in one of its own defining terms,
"the New Negro:' - coined, or at
least popularized. by Alain Locke comes from the Spanish for "black"
in the masculine sense. Professor
Cheryl A. Wall, Chairwoman of the
Department of English at Rutgers
University, and author of Women of
the Harlem Renaissance, graced the
~

Skylight Lounge of Baruch's 23rd
Street Building to speak on the feminine aspect of the era.
The room, a small side-wing on the
third floor of one of Baruch's oldest
buildings, at 17 Lexington Avenue
was about more than half full, to the
optimist. The gathered crowd was
mostly of students from Professor
Tuzyline Allan's Eng 3950 "Harlem
Renaissance" class, for Whom mainly
the lecture was given. There were
also a handful of other students and
teachers, mostly from the english
department.
The topic of the lecture was
Engendering
the
Harlem
Renaissance.
She began with a treatment of

See RUTGERS, Page 3
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Hasani GittenslTicker Features

Cheryl A. Wall, chairwoman of the department of English at Rutgers
University. Wall Spoke at Baruch'. Skylight Lounge on March 30th.
\
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Baruch Bids Farewell to Women s History Month

Rutgers
•
IC-h-t:~~~~~--
IGives Talk
On Race·
I

Continuedfrom front
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For an admission application and a program brochure:

(212) 802-3032
\X1Si\S- Graduate- Srudies.baruch.cunv.edu
~

students, faculty and administrators.
A total of 48 people received recognition; all of them women except for
plenty of supplements.
Carl E. Aylman, director of Student L!f~ the s~~i~award recjpient. He
- - A laugh filled the room wnim -the next disease was announceo: - was thanked for teaming with Rodriguez to put the program together.
menopause. Menopause,
"Luz is really I
the spiriting guid- I
otherwise known as "the
change," is a hormonal
ing force behind
imbalance. Lee suggested
it," said Aylman.
that most women should
A m 0 n g !
consult their doctors for
other recipients
treatment.
were
USG
Mental health, vitamin
President
Sara
supplement, age-defying
Garibaldi
and
diet herbs and Chinese
A SED 0 M
medicine were also disT rea sur e r
cussed by Lee.
Sobeida Vicioso,
The program started iii
the
latter
of
1998 and was created by
whom
lauded
Luz Rodriguez, assistant
Rodriguez for her
director of Student Life and
work in the prohead of Women's History
gram.
Month.
Tasha Manik,
Rodriguez has seen the
who works for
program expand. "This proBar u c h ' s
gram is three years old and
H E L P LIN E ,
found the coaliis growing bigger each
year," she said.
tion of events
Rodriguez presented the
very informative;
"closing awards." The Alison Lee, speaker from Women of Color Network, attends women's month meeting last
especially Lee's
recipients were awarded for Thursday. Alison gave advice concerning women's health.
lecture
about
their work on the Women's
women's health.
History Month program.
"[It's a] good program Luz has," said Joanne Serieaux, who received
"We honor people from different occupations," said Rodriguez.
an award... It is good that she recognizes the female gender of [the]
The ceremony awarded a wide range of people, including a custodian, Baruch community."

For information on rhe prograITI or £0 schedule a personal
interview, contact Professor Robert Mvers:
Robert_l\1yers(q:>baruch.cuny.edu

You're SO smarr. You~re

about to. finish college..
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And a terrific sound system?

•

We'll throw in a great place to listen to it.
And some upward mobility.

TOYOTA'S COLLEGE GRADUATE FINANCE PLAN puts you
behind the wheel of a QUality New Toyota or Certified Used Toyota.
And what does that give you. Mobility. (Upward as well as outward.) Great place

to listen to tunes. (Terrific sound systems available.) Probably roomier than
the apartment you can afford. Place to store candy wrappers.
How it works. • No co-signer needed.
• It you Qualify, just sign and drive.
• Buy any new Toyota or certified Used Toyota with
no money down at Toyota~s interest rate.

• Lease any new Toyota and we'D waive the securitY deposit
• Free 24-hour roadside assistaJlite.for one full year.

Thursday,

t

April 13

12:30-2:00 room 640 zs" St. BUilding

As always, Refreshments will be served!

· · ··· · ··· ·· _ ·::~~· :~;~..._.............
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.egal stuff.
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GradUate within
next
months from an» accredited four or twO year college or registered
nursing degm program. Have proof of employment. insurablJlty and no negative credit rating.
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Faculty Senate Convenes, Discusses I Police Brutality, Anti-Giuliani
I
Space, Teacher Evaluation Concerns .Agendas Lend Focal Point to

THESE MANDATORY WORKSHOPS ARE A PREREQUISITE FOR
PARTICIPATION IN ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING
(AITEND ONLY ONE)
Location *

Friday May 5, 2000

Time
2:00 - 4:00 P~1

Monday May 8, 2000

3:00 - 5:00 PM

151 E. 25th St. Room 763 (Conf Ctr.)

Date

151 E. 25th St. Room 763 (COIl£' Ctr.)

Street building up next summer, all hope is on
uation forms used.
the Academic Complex under construction at
Members also addressed the lack of office 25th street that is scheduled to open in the
accessibility at the 360 Park Avenue South summer of 2001.
building. With Saturdays and Sundays closed
Aside from complaints, there were also
for those of the
some
positive
Baruch communireports.
ty, faculty memAccording
to
bers complain of
James Murphy of
the
valuable
the
Admissions
research time that
"Take the bottom 5 percent
and Financial Aid
is lost during those
Department,
and shoot them, "
days and hours.
incoming freshAccording to the
said a member
men
have
Vice President of
increased
22
perlightheardedly.
Administration
cent from last year.
Daniel Creange,
In addition to this,
the school does
there is an increase
not posses the
in both SAT scores
funds to keep the
and high school
building
open.
Grade
Point
Surprisingly, stuAverages.
dents and faculty have disregarded the buildAlthough the positive reports were noted,
ing lease's policies and have utilized the
some members expressed a need to heighten
office space in the past. A scheduled Sunday the admission standards. "Take the bottom 5
class last semester triggered the landlord's percent and shoot them," said a member lightreaction to close off the building completely.
heartedly.

Kosher Sex Author Visits Baruch
Continuedfrom front

Tuesday May 9, 2000

6:00 - 8:00 P~1

151 E. 25th St. Room 763 (COllf: Ctr.)

Mondav... IvIav
.... 15. 2000

lO:OO-12:00Prvl

151 E. 25th St. Room 750 (Conf Ctr.)

Monday rvlay 15, 2000

1:00-3:00PM

151 E. 25tll St. Room 750 (Conf Ctr.)

..

6:00-8:00PNI

I:

Unl- on Square Demonstrations

I,
I

Continuedfrom front

I

I

I

I
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evident. The crowd agreed
with Boteach and encouraged him to speak further
on Kosher Sex. To know
more about this subject,
pick up a copy of Kosher
Sex
or
check
out
Shmuley's website at

\{
--:

-.~,.,...»........-

Love Prophet.com

- ~-tt=;'rig
Thursday May 18, 2000

I

With leases for both the 360 PAS and 18th

Continuedfrom front

L >Z.S s
151 E. 25th St. Room 763 (Conf Ctr.)

testers also enjoyed themselves by swaying
to the beat of popular tunes.
Various underground hip hop artists and
groups came to support the students. NonPhixion and Second to Last were two of those
present. For many protesters, the highlight of
the demonstration was the brief appearance
by renowned artist Mas De!
To end its performance, members of
Second to Last reminded the young people of
writer Frantz Fanon's words, "Each genera. tion, must out of relative obscurity, decide its
mission, fulfill it or betray it."
Students, carrying their countries' flags
and other patriotic symbols, shared their
innermost feelings on the rampant violent
acts mostly through poetry with music in the
background. Seventeen-year-old Joansi
Smith recited a poem she wrote after her
brother, Justin Smith, was killed by police in
1998. Smith admits that she got involved in
the anti-police brutality movement after her
brother's death.
As usual, anti-Giuliani comments set the
crowd afire and helped form instant bonds
among the participants. The crowd applauded
posters of the city's mayor in different versions of Adolf Hitler and illustrations of the
police as half-pig, half-human. Many joined
the Giuliani and New York Police
Department bashing with proverbs, chants,
expletives and obscene gestures.
Vladimir Francois, a jazz musician who
_belongs to the Haitian Coalition for Justice,
explained that the police's goal is to destroy
young people of color. "The mass genocide
of our young black people is what the police
is about," said Francois.
The police officers guarding the area
refused to comment on the protesters' nega-

-t--n~

e:*Ytc:~.:t;-iCJYY1

ONGOING SUPPORT GROUP FOR

"'\X/e "'\."Vill 1"l<~lI_~ eclc..:h ot:her focus
a ~c)rk I:>lcl.Tl., cIa reseal..-cl,.,
persl--:)ect.:ive~

tive view of them. High-level officers were
not available for interviews. However, in a
Daily News special report (4/0612000),38 out
of 50 police officers interviewed in a survey
admit that "their ability to perform their job
has been hurt by the Amadou Diallo and
Patrick Dorismond shootings." Twenty-seven
also disclosed that they feel pressured to be
more aggressive than necessary in performing their duties.
However hard their jobs may be to perform, the officers seemed to control their
emotions easily as they escorted the protesters from Union Square to City Hall Park.
Throughout the hour-and-a-half ~walk down
Broadway, there were no violent altercations
between the two groups. The officers seemed
deaf to the protesters' constant goading.
Upon their arrival at City Hall, the protesters were met with workers who had
walked out of their jobs. Victims' families
were present to inform the crowd about their
loved ones' demise.
Members of People's Justice 2000, a coalition of various activist organizations citywide
of which SLAM is one, greeted and congratulated the marchers. As part of People's
Justice 2000 organizers' agenda, the youth
and the workers met to demand action on
numerous issues. Those demands include the
elimination of police officers from public
schools, federal prosecution of civil rights
violations in the Amadou Diallo case and an
independent prosecutor for police brutality
and misconduct cases.
Those who volunteered to participate in
civil disobedience headed towards the mouth
of the Brooklyn Bridge. Eighteen people
were arrested for blocking traffic. According
to Rachelle Laforest, a SLAM organizer, one
detainee's arm was twisted.

VV'rit::e~
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~O~EN

our t<.~pic.s, d<:::ve}(')p

c(.-:>t'"lsr:rt.Jct: c"l. t:1"1~~c>r<:.~t:i<:..:al

clecl.l ,""ith the pt.-.>lit:ic.s of" acadernia:J

aoc] give up perfection.

Manhat:'t:an locu"t:ioJ."l.

Friday September 1, 2000

10:00.. 12:00P1'1

r'-<-:>r intorcn.at::io1"l. call Allis<:n:"'l McCI1.J.cr ~ (71 8) 797 -0402

151 E. 25th St. Room 750 (Conf Ctr.)

ALI

Friday September 1, 2000

2:00-4:00PM

151 E. 25th St. Room 750 (Conf Ctr.)

IS<.~N 1\4c<:~LUER:. l-:'hD~ (Devel(')1").IT1Cr'lt:'al Psychc:)I<·.">gy)t

r::cac.l e-s pa,t"t: t::il'l.'l.e at:. LaGuardia (.-::<.">1:Tl.T;T.u.n:"licy

<:::oltege

4.:~r\.d

Fordhal'l.'l Un.iversit.y. She lea.<.ls c.onflict:' resolut::ion. ,"vorksl"'l.ops.

Tuesday September 12, 2000

6:00-8:00Pi\1

151 E. 25th St. ROOIll 750 (Conf Ctr.)

Tuesday September 26, 2000

12:30-2:30P~1

151 E. 25th St. Room 750 (Conf Ctr.)

-r-his f ...'&cilitat:ed group
1-<..,) t:ry (>ut

tl'~e gr~.>l..lp~

l.·-n.ee~s (;;~very ~>t:I:.... er vveek.

sign up For

C'.~':"Jn.,.tn_.l'L",jcy~bH~ed

<::~ne l.Tl.eeciJ:"1g~

("yayin.g $20 <$16 I"'I'leITlb~rs)- Y<.:~u can. cont:inue by

Monday October 16, 2000

2:00-4:00Pl\.1

corn..n""'l i tci1""lg

151 E. 25th St. Room 750 (Conf Ctr.)

1;(.."':)

In~·-.

. The C::t·ysr.al Qu'l1t..

t:1~ree ['11< >re se.ssic:..,,'OS,. pay ing $60

($48 T.T1.en~l"':>e1."s)_ 'T'1"\er.... ~ r-ee r ....e'\.v ir:.... t:l'lree--ses....;ion c.yclcs.

is a

nOll.pTOnt:~

educ .... eional

organizact.ol~

t;l~~'1.~

brings toge~her di,~er.se VV~7n"'len .... u."H:ludlug
all sext.l'Ql .';')r1.enr.a("i~":)t:.. s. - ~'O t:~:"'l.r['u::ij:.')ate 1 n
~(',.rksh<.')ps.. support groups .. courses and
cultural evenC5.
broch\.At·e c>f C::-.urrent' l-..cc>~r~n.... ~. ~'ri~c '_"r
Tl'1e CrYS1:at Qu.ilt" 532 1.,aOu~\rdia Place.
,*~21 t Ne~ York. NY 10012
"'{"21'ZY94\'1 .=. 4"9'94 .
l':or a

*Check at the Career Development Center to make sure the time, date, and location are the same!
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Profile ofan Independent Film Producer

5:00-6:3·0
Room 251

..

151 "East '25th Stree:t

on Kids, a film about kids in New York City
my next projects. That was the only way to
In addition, according to Roumel, "If the
dealing with drugs, sex and AIDS. "1 worked
keep working," she says. Developing new probudget is low, that affects the time spent on the
with the casting director, casting extras during
jects means reading scripts, books and articles shooting." The lower the budget, the less time
pre-production," says Roumel of her first expeThe telephones are ringing. -Files and paper to get ideas. She is constantly doing this
is spent on a film. .
riences in the industry. "During the shoot, I
Editing and all the sound work may take
are allover the floor of the small. office of "because it takes a long time to. develop ideas
experienced what it was like to work with
Killer Films in Noho, East Village. and scripts into movies," she says.
about six months. When can some problems
actors. The production work was supervised by
Meanwhile, Katie Roumel, a producer, sits
"There are several ways to produce a film.
occur? "Once you edit the story, the problem
impatiently inside her designated office space One way is getting the right to a book. Then comes when you find out you haven't told the "'"the producer." Killer Films hired a casting
director and Roumel was assigned to work with
scratching her head and rubbing her eyes, while you get a w~r to write the screenplay," she
story and you need to re-shoot," says Roumel.
waiting for one more phone call.
them.
says. "Books can be optioned for as little as
This may bring about other problems. Like
It is Friday night, and Roumel is already $1.00, or as much as $300,000." She concludes getting the staff together again. .
Roumel's first production was Hide And
making plans for work during the weekend.
by saying, "In the independent world, it usualRoumel has produced three films under the. Seek for PBS. "For about five years, we worked
"Do you want me to go, instead?" she says to
together," says Eva Kolodner. "OUr first proIy goes for about $15,000."
usual budget "We make movies between $2
someone in the office. "Is it this Sunday?" She
Ideas can be obtained from other sources.
duction was Hide And Seek. We learned a lot
million and $10 million," she says.
is still willing to go out and work on another "We also get tons of scripts, and do rewrites. Nevertheless, her films have all been between
about each other," she adds. "When she has
project despite of her tiring return from the And we also receive work from film makers $500,000 and $1.5 million.
something to tackle, she' 11 devote h~self
Oscars in LA a week prior.
doggedly," she says, recalling Roumel's work
who have already done all the work," says
Her first project was Dark Harbor, a film
This 30-year-old Ohio native came to New Roumel.
about a couple who meet a stranger on their attitude.
York City for the first time after obtaining her
Killer Films has produced approximately 18
Getting an idea is only the beginning. Once vacation. The stranger creates intrigues and
bachelors degree in Women Studies with a the script is ready, which may take an indefinite trouble. This film cost $1.5 million to make. It
films since it was founded. This record of
minor in Feminist Film Criticism from the amount of time, "It takes about two months to
has not been sold. Roumel is looking for a disaccomplishment and a recent Oscar award have
College of Webster in Ohio in 1992. Instead of prepare the movie," she says. Preparation of a tributor and will sell it for whatever she can get.
set it apart from other production companies.
looking for a paid position, as any recent grad- movie means getting all the locations for shoot"When you make a movie, sometimes you
Boys Don ~ Cry was produced by Christine
uate would do, she came to be an unpaid intern ing, hiring the staff, which may involve con- sell for less than what it cost to make. You
Vachon and Eva Kolodner. The award went to
would just hope it does good when it is out," , Hillary Swank for best actress.
tracts and getting the equipment.
at Killer Films. "The world of film-making is
_
freelancing," she says. "Even producers freeThen follows shooting the film. This may she says. "You make money off the sales when
Killer Films can pay Roome' a salary
lance. They produce a film, and then they are take about six weeks. It may seem like a short it is distributed, if there is a profit," she adds.
because its sponsors provide financial support.
doing nothing again," she adds. As it turns out, - time,bui"ihafis without' Unforeseen problems.
Sometimes the. profit dOeS-not"come:lliuneTheir-Dim sponsor is John
producer
taking this opportunity came handy. Now, "During the shooting of Series 7 "The diately after distribution. Boys Don ~ Cry cost of acclaimed television shows, The West Wing
Roumel is Head of Productions in the company, Contenders" the director wanted to shoot a $1.7 million to make, was sold for $5 million," and ER. He formed a partnership with them on
a fun-time, paid position.
scene in a Catholic Church. ·We had problems she says. That was a profit of $3.3 million.
March 1 of this year. Wells' interest in film and
As head of productions, she is busy travelfinding one because of the controversy with Now after the box office sales, it is still not the company's multiple films accomplishment
ing and receiving phone_gills _c()n_staI!tlf Wit]:l PQ&I!l_~Jh~e. day ~foreth~shooting we finally_ ~ making a profit for Fox Searchlights, the di~. led to the partnershUL _ _ _ ___ __
much' energy to bum, she often makes plans for found one. I had to show the director around to
tributor who acquired it from Killer Films. "It.
"Producing for Killer Films is a full-time
work in advance. This is also part of her rou- see ifhe liked that one. He did," she says. They has sold $7 million at the box office, but I'm job," says Roumel, with a smile. She is paid, so
tine. "While I was shooting Kiss Me Guido, were lucky; otherwise, the time would have had
sure Fox spent more than $2 million in advershe does not have to worry about making a livright before and right after, I was developing to be extended.
tising, so it still hasn't made a profit," she coning doing anything else. "I've been lucky, that's
cludes.
all I could say," she says about her career as a
Roumel's next film was Kiss Me Guido.
producer. The record of accomplishment set by
This film is about a naive young man. He
Killer films has given her a touch of credibility.
responds to a classified ad for GWM, not real"Track record is very important," she says.
izing that it stands for Gay White Male. Lack
of funds forces him to stay. The whole story is
about how the couple manages the situation.
This film cost $700,000 to make. It was sold
for $1 million.
Roumel's recent film is called Series 7 "The
like to produce a show
variables before accepting or rejecting this
Contenders." The story is a comment on sociBy Raghu Bommasamudram
Have A Crush On You." Its purpose is to
argument. We can only talk about a sex in very
ety today. "The director worked in TV a lot He
Senior Staff Writer
get people to share their feelings with that
broad terms. The scientific conclusion that
became interested in doing a film that was simperson whom they think is so special. If
there is some relationship between testosilar to a TV game show," says Roumel. "The
you cannot do it because its daring and
The New York Times Magazine recently pubterone levels and negative aspects of being
director brought about the idea to portray how
lished an interesting article titled "Why Men
male are general enough.
inreaI life, people get entertained with conflicts .
scary. don't do it YET. Still, you know you
want him or her to know.
are Different?" Before heading off to the land
Another variable to be considered is the fact
of real people. Like the show, Cops, it uses
of philosophy, here is a little lesson in genetics that we can analyze ourselves. We may not be
camera in that same way," she adds. It cost
I want to help you do it in a way that is
that needs to be administered.
as objective as possible in evaluating our$500,000 to make this movie, the least out of
fun.
If you want to do it. e-mail me and
Women have pairs of chromosomes called selves, but we are. nevertheless, capable of
the two produced previously.
we could talk of the possibilities.
"XX," while men have pairs called "X'r." It is doing so. Suppose we keep a record of our
"Digital made it cheaper," says Roumel,
not enough to have the latter pairs for the
past experiences and thoughts in a journal. It is
referring to the different technology used to
Trust me, you are not alone.
embryo to become male; the embryo also
possible to look back at it like a historian, keep
produce her last film, and how it saved her
needs a great deal of testosterone. Without this
the emotions aside and make a different set of
money. "It cost about $40,000 more to transfer
I HAVE A CRUSH ON
hormone, the embryo would actually become decisions from the ones you made in the past.
a movie into 35mm. That cost can be delayed
female, which can be considered the default
It can also be argued that women's lives are
until you get a distributor to take in the cost,"
YOU. I HAVE A CRUSH ON
pre-determined, Women have low levels of
she says.
sex, as the author puts it.
yOU. I HAVE A CRUSH
This mini-lesson in genetics has its purpose testosterone, but if some have much lower levAs a team with founders Christine Vachon
ON YOU. I HAVE
A ---CRUSH
in the Philosophy Comer because it leads to
els than other women, the 'probability of
and Pam Keffer, Roumelhas been involved in
--.--- -------'-the question: Are our lives pre-determined by depression is greater. How can women have
the overall creation of most of the films. She
ON YOU. I HAVE A
chemicals or are we free-willed? It has been
free-will when their behavior is seemingly
attributes her business acumen of producing to
CRUSH ON YOU. I HAVE A
shown that there is a relationship between determined by chemicals? To answer this, just
when she started as an unpaid intern in 1993. "I
CRUSH ON YOU. I HAVE
testosterone level in men and anger. The look at the many support groups that have been
worked during pre-production periods doing
greater the testosterone level, the more likely
formed for the last 20 years or so. We do not
the trafficking of films. That is sending the
A CRUSH ON yOU. I HAVE
he will get angry.
even need to formulate the supposition that
films to festivals," she says. By working with
A CRUSH ON YOU. I
There is also a correlation between anger and
women who suffer depression can get help
the traffic of films, she learned about the festiHAVE A CRUSH ON YOU. I
crime. Perhaps high levels of testosterone is from these groups as well as obtain a prescripvals. She also listened to conversations. She
the reason men are more likely to commit tion for drugs from a doctor. (Whether the latwas selective to listen to what pertained to the
HAVE A CRUSH ON YOU.
crimes than women are. As not noted before, ter is good or bad is a separate issue). This is
business of produet:">n. "I learned by listening
to phone c~nv~o~_of how to ~e ~s ..
. , •
. _ . '.
women also have testosterone; they just have the reality that we face: we are now turning to
By Germania Vasquez
Features Editor
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Re: "Riots" •• Stop Giuliani Bashing A- Measure -of Gratitude from

A Vote of Confidence for
Our Student Government
Election procedures for next year's student government came and. went last month without so much as a
whisper. Noticeably, or perhaps completely unnoticed,
the effort to turn out the vote this year was muted compared to those of last year. Mailings were sent out to
each eligible Baruch student voter in the previous year.
Such luxurious treatment would have gone for naught
this year, since there wasn't enough student interest in
elections to warrant an election.
Ordinarily this would set alarm bells ringing and
raise the questions and accusations Baruch students
have all heard before: Baruch students are apathetic.
Why don't students participate? Baruch students just
don't care. But in the context of this year's cancelled
student elections, the accusations may not apply.
By effectively rolling over the current administration
for the next acaderrric year, Baruch is guaranteed a
-period of stability in-government .not -seen-m---£eGeDtmemory. Student apathy may be a problem .when
deciding upon qualified candidates for student government, but a stroll through the 14th floor on any
Thursday during club hours will reveal that Baruch
students are about as apathetic as any other school's
college students. With Graduate Student Association
imitations of Oktoberfest in mind, the level' of student
participation in Baruch appears to be hovering near the
average.
So why the lack of interest in our Student
Government?
Contentment with the current state of affairs has -to
be considered as a reason.

"Without a student election, it shows
that students really don't care. "
-
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In response to Jorge Ruiz's letter last week
regarding the riots [Ticker Op-Eds, Mailbox,
Apr. 3, Issue 9, Vol 77], I just have one thing
to say to him: "Be careful jumping on the
Let 's- B lame-G i ul iani-for- E verythi ng
Bandwagon, because it's quite packed right
now and we don't want any more people getting hurt and blaming it on Mr. Giuliani."
Now, don't take this out of context. I, too, am
distraught over the recent police killings ofthe
unarmed minority men. But, come to think of
it, I'm distraught over any killings - no one
has the right to play God (unless its the federal government and the death penalty, but that's
a different op-ed letter altogether). But, focusing our panic-stricken and anger-ridden em0tion on Hizzoner is not the answer at ail. Was
Mr. Giuliani the one toting the guns? Was he
the one who grappled with the police officer
(even when it was stated time and time again
that he was a police officer)? Was he the one
with a criminal record? I don't believe he was.
The only thing Mr. Giuliani did wrong was
show a blank expression and be apathetic
toward the killings. Here's some advice to the
mayor, from a friend: "Sir, someone did just
die. No matter how it happened, a family will
never see someone they loved ever again.
Please have some respect here."
But aside from that, Mr. Giuliani has done
nothing but good for this city. As Guy Molinari
stated, he turned around a city that can't be
turned around.
Now, I know, as well as all of you, that no one
is perfect. That's it. End of story. No one is perfect. And when you have an organization such
as the NYPD - that is larger than some Third
World Countries' whole armies there will
probably be some people who tend to do more
bad than good. Should those people be punished, you ask? The answer here is a strong,
definite yes. They should absolutely be pun-

ished for their actions. They should get what
they deserve. How dare they think they are
above the law! However, I don't want to see
anyone throwing bottles, rocks or any -other
dangerous objects at any other members of the
police force. They are here to protect. They are
not here to be cursed at, spit on, or attacked in
any way. Many minority communities within
the city, with a statistically higher crime rate
that is well above other areas, have more officers and task forces than other communities
do, and they do their job quite well. They do a
great job of protecting your son, your daughter, your brother, your sister, your mom, your
dad, your grandparents, your best friends and
so on. They risk their lives so that you can go
on living yours. Please show some gratitude,
even a simple "Hello" or 64Keep up the good
- work" will do.
And, to further this point, the mayor did a lot
to protect many minority communities. The
mayor also cleaned up many areas of the city
(i.e., Times Square). The mayor also has a
very strong 'war on drugs' going on, etc... 1
don't think 1 have to make a list, you get the point.
So please, don't be so quick to point the finger at an authoritative figure. And don't feel
sorry for yourself either. If you want change,
get out there and help get guns off the streets,
get drugs off the streets. Don't whine when the
one powerful political person in this city makes
a mistake in his crusade to clean it up.
Understand where he is coming from and realize all the good he has done. Don't call for his
resignation. 1 wince when I think of who will
take over when he is gone.
Sincerely,
A Friend of Giuliani's
Marco DeSeaa
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Elian's father, Juan Miguel Gonzalez, arrived
in the United-States this past Thursday ...about
time. I hope that with the arrival of Mr.
Gonzalez; this sad spectacle will now come to
an end. This episode has gone on long enough.
Enough with politicians grandstanding.
Enough with the constant invasion of this little
child's privacy. Again, I say enough.
Elian Gonzalez, with his arrival in the United
States last Thanksgiving, has served to give the
American people a rare glimpse of political
activism. This has been both for the good and
the bad.
The bad part of this entire affair had to do
with both presidential candidates and political
opportunists of all stripes jumping on the bandwagon to declare that this little boy, who is not
old enough to go to school by himself, much
less drink, smoke or vote, should be given citizenship or permanent residency. Not only is
this morally reprehensible but the plain opportunism and self-serving statements of these
politicians has been disheartening to say the
least.
These politicians, both Democrats and
Republicans, have failed the test of integrity.
One after another they declared that Elian
should be given citiienship and permanent residency. This has been the low point in the
American political system. Instead of standing
up for what is right Instead of saying this little
boy who has lost his mother belongs with his
father and that we should do everything to
reunite a family; they have instead decided to
side with a vocal community against family.
Now the good side. I believe that if good people of conscience unite and become politically
aware and active, then we as a people can
achieve great things. Case in point, the Cuban
American community in Florida. Whatever
you might think of the Elian Gonzalez situation. you have to give the community credit for
standing up. You have to give them credit for

being vocal. You have to give them credit for
having the political muscle to achieve their
goals. _There is a saying in Florida, "If you
want to get elected, you have to go to little
Havana to receive their blessing" I applaud
the Cuban-American community for being
organized, involved and active. I applaud the
Cuban-American community for having the
ability to make politicians _ including presidential candidates _ quake in fear. '
This kind of activism is great, all communities, especially the Latin, Asian, and Black
communities, should take a page from the
Cuban playbook and become politically active,
and then maybe we will be able to make some
politicians quake.
Stuff
Yesterday in between classes 1 took a walk
and attended the youth walk out and rally at
Union Square. I have to say that 1 was pleased
to see so many young people there. The young
people came from a wide representation and
variety of ethnicities.
With this in mind, I was a little disappointed by
some ofthe rhetoric, specifically, calling White
folks "crackers" and the general call to arms
against White folks. Although everyone has
their viewpoints, I think that someone should
have recognized that a good percentage of the
students there were white. On television I saw
a Asian girl getting arrested last night. If we do
recognize the contributions of non-Blacks
which means Whites, Asians, Hispanics and
others to the cause of justice and civil rights,
how can we move forward as a people?
We must recognize the contributionsof others
to the struggle. I view this as progress. The
incentive is that we will be building bridges
that will last a lifetime if only we are willing to
concede the contributions of others.
For comments or criticisms, e-mail meat
markherontickengihotmail.com

the OffIce of Student Life
To "the Baruch Community:
Now that we are certain that a Health Center
is upon us, it is time for reflection. This has
been a rocky road from the beginning. As the
college faced cut-backs, attrition and changes
in the players at hand, the idea of creating
something new was daunting yet terribly exciting. I never could have imagined how long,
tedious and frustrating the process would be.
But as difficult and as long as this journey has
been, it has afforded me a personal challenge.
Without exceptio~-it has been me most significant learning experience of my life; without
..
question, the most extraordinary.
Often, I found myselfcaught up in confusion,
idealism or ignorance, politics and- passions.
Now, I find myself slightly embarrassed and a
little humbled. I have been remiss for failing to
recognize and thank the students, staff and faculty that supported the needs of our students to
have access to quality health _services. It is
_through the efforts of these individuals that the
Baruch Health Network.has been established
and that an on-campus health facility now
exists.
Thanks to the 'following special souls: the
original Health Marshals and student leaders
that worked endlessly, petitioning the student
body to secure the necessary funding; Robin
Boyce, Julie Cheung, Kayla Garcia, Noreen
Kyi, Latesha Richardson and Michaela
Scirossa. Special thanks to Professor Emile
Gernert, for helping to construct the dream,
and Professor Nancy Aires for pointing me in
J1!e right direction, providing her expertise and
commitment Dr. Seymour Schulman, without
your professionalism and tenacity, we'd still be

in meetings. The students of the Heal th
Committee: you were the ones that ultimately
made this a reality. Brad Vanderweide, .Sarah
Garibaldi and David Blanks, your determination and dedication prevailed Lennox Henry,
you've been at it from the beginning, please
know that 'Your efforts are sincerely appreciated and miracles can happen. Thanks to Kenya
Williamson and Joanne Serieaux for keeping
me sane.
I can only hope that this facility marks a new
beginning in the commitment to students and
the need to educate and care for them beyond
the classroom. Special thanks must be paid to
Vice President Samuel Johnson who continues
to promote what he believes, and inspires me
to make it happen.
Sincerely,
Debra Rick-Du. .a.
Associate Director of Student Life.
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Putting Baruch To The Test ,
(Hint, They Fail)

.

al hard class like Italian. Find the easy teachers, andtak~~ asy -yourself.
Let me make some other keen observations
~ my never-ending q~st to prove how much
before I sign off:
this school sucks, I_decid~ to run a test My
Why does security get mad when we print the
tes~ proved h?w much of a Joke a college edutruth in our paper? These guys had certain
~on really IS.
__ __
things underlined in red ink, because they were
,Everyone knows how m~--:-::cIhllnh8tC~:-::;:;~=u::;;iI'Cd~~=u=pSet~=w=eo-;e=xposed=--=--lhtb<t&-=em
in the paper. Bitch and
co~ and h~w much I think they do bttl~ for
moan, bitch and moan. IF you weren't too busy
our hves. So, 10 one of th~e. classes, I decided
eating your Spagbeni-O's,. you would have
to not take any no~. I Sit I~ the back of ~
noticed a reporter observing you and taking
class ~d read M~lm m~zme or a.wrestlmg
mental notes. If you couldn't tell you were
magazine, or I wnte an article for this paper. I
being observed, I can't feel safe in this school.
only participate when it is needed for my
So, I decided to run another test. 1 sent in a
grade. I looked through the book once three
girl friend of mine who knew security pretty
we~ ~fore my e~ and ~en never looked
well and she started talking to one of the
at It again, When It came time for the test, I
guards. I will not say who, because one.": again,
I shouldn't be doing other people's jobs. I am
studied for like twenty minutes the night before
not making it easy. I want people to take notice
while watching the Lyricist Lounge on MTV.
My test score was a 96. One question was
and actually do something about it Anyway,
marked wrong when it shouldn't have been, so
she was talking away, and he was thinking
I got a 99, the highest grade in the class that
pretty high of himself. I walked right on by, as
had a mean average of 67. The class doesn't
did others, without so much as making it look
need to-be mentioned, but for those that know
like I was going for my ID. Next time, 1 am
me, I take it late at night
going to borrow her ID and just flash it real
What 1 just don't get is how Baruch can tell
quick to security and I bet you anything I will
us to take our education seriously when all you
walk on by, or maybe be flirted with. Sure
really need to do is be strategic. You have to
makes me feel safe.
plot and figure things out. I looked at past
Why do people walk up escalators when
exams, memorized and bull shitted my way to
stairs are right next to them? The whole idea of
a pretty decent GPA in the 3.:f..i.4 range. I
escalators is to be lazy. If you want to walk up
have a shot at jumping it to a 3.5 this year.
the stairs, do so. Don't get all pissed when 1
Now I am smart and if I wanted to I could
just stand there while you want to 'get. on by.
study real hard and memorize Calculus for the
Keep this in mind when Baruch's new building
rest of my life, but come on. A really smart
has escalators as 1 hear it will have. You won't
person knows that he or she doesn't need to.
get by me.
Many of the teachers don't want to be here as
Why in the quick and busy streets of
much as you don't. Now, before I get letters, I
Manhattan do people walk so slow in front of
said many, not all. All you have to do is ask
you-while you have a class to get to?
people around you and they will tell you who
Why does it take six months to process a
you have to take if you want an easy A. I had
diploma after graduation, and only ten minutes
one teacher that would show up almost twenty
for a guidance counselor to laugh in your face
minutes late each class and give more notes
when she tells you that all that stands between
than any other teacher gave me in a full class
you and graduation is Italian?
period. This same teacher virtually gave us all
These are things we should all think about as
the answers for the test and made each one a
we go to class everyday. Right now, I must sign
off. With only fifteen minutes left in class and
take home. Can you believe that? All you as a
student should have to do is concentrate on
a business story to write. I only have so much
time. Later...
classes in your major, minor and the occasionJon Minners
Arts Editor

The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The TIcker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no morethan 750word~ from Baruch College students. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letters
must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters will not'be published. 'However, when appropriate, .names will be withheld upon request. Writers
should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to-editing for space and clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Op-Eds editor.
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Random

Rally Reflections

Spewage

By Nicole Loyell
Senior Staff Writer

At approximately 8:00 PM on Wednesday.
April S, 2000. I received my first lesson in
misconduct 101. Standing in the
.
police
So they call Baruch "the crown jewel of
Brooklyn Bridge/City Hall train station awaitCUNY." Hal It must be some cheap tiara. I am
ing a friend stuck in a MetroCard dilemma, I
ordinarily very loyal to Baruch. but when I go
was unaware that not only did I pose a threat
to the library and CUNY+ is shut down, it is
to the mass of police officers surrounding me
unacceptable., For hours at a time the computer
but that I was about to be their next victim.
system cannot accessthe Internet. The Internet
As I stood, silentand proud, carrying my red,
is not a luxury anymore, and it is a shame that
yellow
and green BLACK Forever In Struggle
I cannot even get a call number at the library
Together flag and complaining of the condition
(god fomid you don't have a call number, just
of my feet. I hear, "Excuse me, please move
an author and a title!). There was a sign put up
away from the turnstile area." Slightly turning
in front of the computer terminals in the
to see if that comment was addressed to me, I
library, "See Reference Desk for Help." I went
obliged by merely taking one step to the left
there and they said that without a call number,
that now placed me in front of a wall.
I Cal) 't get a single book that 1 need. Some
Obviously the officer wanted to say, "Nigger,
help! They also told me that they had no idea
out of my sight," because the apparent one
get
when the system would be around again.
step p-lacement was not far enough away form
And what about the computer lab, with only
the turnstile. At that moment he says, "Excuse
four printers! I know that the inkjets were dysme, didn't I just say to move from the turnfunctional, but there has got to be a better way
stile?" And I respond by stating that yes and in
. than clawing and insulting others to keep your
fact I did oblige because now I faced the wall.
place on a long line at the printer. I'd hate to
"I told you to move away from the turnstile and
see how it gets by the end of the semester. Why
you
are not following my orders." Well I realcan't the computers be set up to have all doculy was upset because not only did he just
ments printed on that printer without having to
scream in my face that I didn't follow his
take a disk, wait on line, and print it out? For a
orders but his tone screamed in my face,
business school, Baruch needs a lesson in effi"Nigger, you besta move."
ciency,
Standing my ground, lonce again responded
by visually explaining the difference between
where I was standing and the turnstile, this
time exposing his ignorance and inciting -hirn
even more. In my doing so, he says, "They're
all turnstiles or didn't they teach you that in
..........
school?" That is when it became apparent that
this argument that I was engaged in was a ploy
to have me arrested in spite and despite of the
fact that 1 had committed no crime other than
Standing While Black, and possessing some
intellect.
By this time the officer is now in my face
brushing his chest against my shoulder in an
attempt to physically remove me from the
area, all in still avoiding eye-contact. Upset
and offended at my refusal to oblige him, he
threatens me with arrest "if I did not move."
Feeling hopeless and defenseless I left feeling
,
'.
----.-- , _~ - humiliated, 'iiolated and enraged. Justbefore '
1IIe. . . .·. . .
this lesson, above the underground crime
scene, I had left the hundreds of people who
were rallying against police brutality and misconduct and Mayor Giuliani's animal farm .
..............111111 . . . . . .
Starting at 12:30 PM, high-school students
joined together and walked out of their school

,..·1III···L.
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A Voice for Us
Students
.

On Police Misconduct and Societal Brutality

By Ginnine Winkler
Contributing Writer
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(Much Needed)

doors in resistance against
the system
designed to send them from the schools to the
By Vanessa Witenko
prisons. On the 41 st day after the Diallo verContributing Writer
dict. 32 years after the assassination of Martin
Luther King, one week and three days after
I hire and fire professors. My name is
Patrick Dorisrnond's funeral. a month after the
Vanessa Witenko and I am the student repreexecution of Malcom Furgeson, and five days
sentative on the College Personnel and Budget
after the murder of two IS and l o-year-old
Comminee (P and B). The P and B deals with
boys in Bushwick, a city-wide day of protest
the hiring and firing of faculty, promotions,
was called by many organizations and fed-up
reappointments, . leave of absence for profesvictims of New York.
sors, and tenure. Tenure is where a professor
At 2:30 PM, those high-schoolers as well as
has been here for five years and may apply to
college students and others convened at Union
receive tenure. I f tenure is granted the profesSquare Park to rally against those same issues
sor basically has a job at the school for life.
in the form of speak-outs and edu-tainment, At
Only under extreme circumstances will the
this rally, I was so empowered and filled with a
professor be fired. If tenure is not given, the
peaceful and overjoyed spirit seeing the
professor is terminated.
amount of conscious youth of NYC. So many,
The reason I am writing is because I need the
informed about the rally, chose to stay home, at
students' help. I know Baruch has some good
work or in school but I say no amount of
teachers and some bad teachers. My goal is to
money made at that job could pay for the vital
not have these bad teachers reappointed at
information and education that was given and
Baruch, and to give credit to the good teachers.
received and would never be taught in school.
The P and B bases their decisions on three facReflecting on this event, I am angered that
tors: research. 'student evaluations, and service
youth as young as six years old 'can understand
to the college. In order for me to achieve my
a message so clear that youth three times their
goal I need the students comments. If there is
age don't seem to understand. They say the
a teacher that insults you, or you can't underyoung shall lead the blind. Giving a speech on
stand him and wonder if he is even speaking
this as well as similar issues, I hear responses
English, or how about the professor who does
like " ...who wants to take up the burden, Black
not teach and you wonder why your wasting
people have been struggling and they are sti II
time sitting in class. Instead of complaining to
struggling, I don't think they will ever be libyour friends about the professor complain to
erated." Thank God that we all don't feel that
me. I want to hear it. Tell me everything and 1way. But it is sad that too many of us feel this
will take it to my meeting and relay the mesway. It is possible that my people have become
sage. Who will hear the complaints? Well the
numb to the pain that is constantly inflicted
president, the vice-president, department
and instead of resisting, they accept and conchairs, and provosts all sit on this committee.
form? We will continue to struggle when we
It is important that I have documentation of
are not united and organized. Until we all recstudents complaints to hold as evidence in my
ognize, state and work. towards solving the
discussions 'during these meetings. Please
problems that exist in our communities.
. complain to me. 1 also will appreciate com1 hear so many people saying what are we
ments about excellent professors to ensure that
supposed to do? I say get up and do something.
we reappoint the good professors.
"I see you're down, when you gonna get up?/
You may place your comments in my mail
Get up, Stand up, Stand up for your right!?/
box which is located at 360 Park Avenue South
You better get up, get put and do something!
on the 15th floor" in room 1531 or you may call
My Umisays shine your ,light on the world,
(212) 802-6790
shine your light for the world to see."
I know that things can get rough because
Thank you for your help,
"sometimes I feel like crying because my peoYour student representative,
ple are so weak, I feel like a man going insane,
VlUlessQ Wltenlco
loosing his brain." But I cannot give up the
fight. I am not perfect, I'm just living, doing
the best that I can with what I have, a heart.
mind and soul filled with the passion to gain
freedom for my people. I would rather die
fighting for freedom than live in slavery. I am
ready to die for what I believe in. Are you?

.Ben ,StUler" .Jen'na Elfman' ,l;5dwardNortoo
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THURSDAY, APRIL 13, 2000
ROOM 1541 (360 PAS)
CLUB HOURS 12:30 •2:30PM

COMING SOON TO THEATRES EVERYWHERE

The Weissman 'Center for International Business
MJTSUi & COMPANY{U.S.A.)
LUNCH-TIME FORUM

GLO-BALIZATION

-

FREE LEGAL SERVICES

OF
'There are movies" that define every decade". °Body Shots" is ana of these movies. It explores afew days in
the lives of 8young men and women ~iving ~n Los Angeles. ,After.a night of alcohol sex..andmoral choices.
things begin to go awry, and their lives will never be the same. The aftermath ofone night begins totake a
toll on each and everyone in the group. Values and self worth are challenged, friendships are threatened and
these four young men and four young women look back on what happened and struggle for the answers to
very difficult Questions.

(Immigration, Housing, Fal11ily~ Consumer, and Real Estate Law)
.

Provided by

The Undergraduate Student Government (USG)

....

The characters are based on stereotypical young adults who talk ~penly about how they feel regarding various issues which affect their lives. However, when one of them accuses another of rape, it forces many more
difficult discussions about what exactty happened that night. These four women and four men are forced to
remember what they did or what they ignored and face the consequences of their actions.
While "Body Shots" deals with many of the important issues faced by today's young adults. alcohol abuse and
rts consequences seem to be the most significant It is apparent that some ofthe ct)aracters have no recollection of their choices or actions and some are dared to take sides and finally
come clean with honest impressions oftheir friends. They are Quick to judge
others while trying to avoid being judged themselves. They all search for the
willingness to find the truth, face their deepest fears and forgive one another.

R. PATRICK THOMPSO.N
President

As Spring Break approaches, plans are being made to party non-stop for days.
Many students will cut loose, and many more will witness first-hand the wild
behavior of their peers. The yearly college ritual of drinking too mUCh, partying
too much and wearing too little can produce asimilar scenario as seen in
"Body Shots".

Attorney from CUNY LAW SCHOOL

New \'ork Mercantile Exchange

While it is a rite of-passage for many students to experience Spring Break, think
before you act and eat before you drink. -Everything in modetatiOl1!·

Emphasis: Immigration

THE CHALLENGE:

I,

CHERYL KING, Attorney-At-Law

I

!.

Emphasis: Housing, Family, Consumer, and Real Estate Law
For appointment,
please visit The Student Life Office, Room 1512 ' PAS
.
,.
or call 802..;6770:
0"

.
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Rent I'~ SllCJTSI today and write back to your college paper or
log on to _.powerstudelds.com/bOdySbots to express your reactions. concerns and
solutions forthe future of your generation-and the generations to come.
•

Only you can make the difference.

~ 1999 New LIm' PrOOuetJons, Inc
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TUlTION F1NJ:A..NC1NG

FLY TO

LONDON VIRGIN

Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.

.....

Purchase a roundtrip flighc to
London on Virgin A-t'antic
Airways and a BusaboU1: Pass.
and yeceive a free uLondon
Link"~ bus pass
[London- Paris- London]
Retail value $5 I

205 E, 42nd St.
212-822-2700
895 Amsterdam Ave.
211-666-4117
254 Greene St.

Partnership Between NBC
And WWF Boost Stock Price

212-254-2525

By Jon Minners
Arts Editor
Late last year when the World Wrestling
Federation went public, prices of shares
jumped to over $30. A success from the beginning, the World Wrestling Federation

IT'S EASY TO SAVE MDRE THROUGH
THE POWER Of TAX DEfERRAL

One of the fastest ways ro build a retirement nest egg is
through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement Annuities
{$AAs} from TIAA-CREF.

With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck. you
can easily buHd income to supplement your pension and

value it had lost. People are scared of
McMahon, explained Walford, because he
won't conform.
"Whenever you are successful you have to
be ready to be attacked," Walford continued. "I
just hope the WWF makes it past this and finds
a way to silence the critics. I'm confident they

5102,068

S&J:S14

Social Security.
And your contributions to SRAs grow undiminished by taxes

until you withdraw the funds." Add to that TJAA-CHfFs solid
investment performance. bc)lstf."red by our comrnitment to

541,232
.531,933

keeping expenses low, and yCOtJ have more money workinq

513~052

for you,

511,609

So why wait! Let us help you build a comfortable retirement

INVEST AS LITTlE AS
$2Samonth
through an automatic
payroll p&an 2

today with tax-deferred SHAs, We

think you will find it rewarding
In

the years to come.

-

lDY£ARS

Entertainment (WWFE) stock saw a dramatic
turn for the worse earlier this year when shares
dropped to less than $10 a share. Things looked
bleak until March 29, when WWFE stock started a steady climb back to the top.
On Wednesday, March 29, N~C executives
confirmed reports that the television network
was entering into a 50-50 partnership with the
WWFE and their chairman, Vince McMahon,
to own and operate McMahon's new XFL football league.
NBC will take a minority stake in the WWFE
for Sl3 a share, which amounts to a $30 million investment and 3 percent of the company.
Earlier this year, McMahon announced plans
to start a new football league that would take
place after the NFL's Super Bowl, on Feb. I,

18VfARS

in this hypothetic:ai exampl~ setting aside 5100 a month
in a tax ·defwnd inwstment with an 8% feWrn In a
28% ttlX hracket shews lIetter growth than the same
flet ~mDUn' put into a savings atuaunt J

l e e pro ucf
and I find it very
entertaining. I think
Vince McMahon is a
genius when it
comes
licensing
and writing. n

www.tiaa-rref.org
S lh'd~'l 1.'l1~'rdl ~d)l Idw. Wlrhttr.'tw.ll~prl\."')rtO 3ge 59 1/1 a1~ MJ~Cl u. ({,~uit:~ion'5.O$flCm;syaoo ~ SUbj«ttN it lW, ,}ddl1'O~~1 t:ax. 2.You m.ay~ able-to ~t l.lp m tbe ~ u:.u:imum<:sf
$ 10,500 J:.~·l )rt.'3f '(I f<'''<.~l\:~ ;, f~'S'Nl<t:l~l <:.' tK ul<Kl<.>rl of )/'."lI.lr tn3~"'U"'" ':-Ol't'PtbutlOn, ':311 TIM- CR£f o)t ~ 800 ~l 1»1') l, Iht> c l'l,ut ,,~ i~ p~nt~ tOt iftv~rrltho~ PUrj)C~ tUJ~ and
,k)~, .'()l' ,,,tIP.<t <II" f\.i~l pech:;,.rl1'\~'1<~, o. p'~dKt ~rtt;rt! f<.'~.<lts, .~f dll)l TlAA·( ~~ f .'l<"r')lJI'f. a« (P.tle<.t (".(pen~s,TlAA CRr; l'lQov!duo')l d.ld JrV.titUft(HI,lJ1 ~~I""KP.Sc loc di~lltttcteS(BIT <~rtifl<clt~
In<1 >:)~"n""l', III (:~ n"A Hs.~l E',Ut~ 1\l>,<)~JI't r~¥ l'U.>r~ j)(>I'SUI'\Ol In..-<?~u>,~ $,:,1 "J':~" l(~ .1,~uUllt~> ttW!' "aJlifblP. <om~nt of the P~50"ai i1nnuaA:!oS.Il~\$cl1(und~ dnd brition ~~}S itor~tS TIM i6r:d 1 I AA-< fin 1.;f~ lmof"m c> ~ 0 l~'~ tn~raoce and >1rVlUrtI>3, TlAA eRf: f Trs;ol (r;mp;sllY, I ~a pr(')Yl~~ tflJ:\t ~Ntr:~S, . n ~producu ..... not R)fC ~ iNIy's...
"..lUOll' and aM not bank ~.a~.h~ rNH~ ~,omp!o>t~ Inf'lrm~t>C'non Ct:( <'>'<'v,.r~ pr(D:lu<t~. :n.:.lu<ilfl<; <.hcm;J~s ~ ~~'U~S, tMl1 m)() ~M?-? 776. ~J(f. S~Q9. fe! the pc:>ss::;e-::t>.r~R<:,~d
'h~rr> (~''-<'Ifly h;>1(~f' v-" 3 :"lV'~$t ':'f ~:'ld Jl1<>n~,,:.' 2000 TlAA f"::U! 1'0<)
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a "buy," as did Bruck Wheeler of JC Bradford,
who proclaimed this deal as an impressive first
step in making the XFL a legitimate sports
tranchise.
.'
~ WWFE stock nas risen -in tlte' NeW York
Stock Exchange tJ:aCiiing to 17 3/8. As a side

,

I
~

FC>R RESER'V'A..TIC>NS

T t - i E R E t S A.. SLJC3C3ESTEC> C>C>NA.TIC:>N C>F $ 1 <:> 0 0 TC>
H E L P C>EFR.A.. V
PRC:>C>LJCT'ON a::.x~E.~st;=:s .
t,

GE, the owner of NBC, saw their stock
rise to an all-time high after the deal was
announced. GE's Stocks rose 8 3/16 to 164
3/16.
NBC's decision to purchase 3 percent of the
WWFE stock appears to be a boost for the
WWFE, a company
which has the top
rated cable show
and has scored
higher ratings than

I.~

The
. ~ ... ::t::::x
"
.•»>:.x;;.::
WWF did
_
rebound a ~~i
little after
its image
was softened, but it
took some
time for the stock rebound.
A rumored $100 million deal with CBS to
take WWF wrestling off the USA network and
broadcast it on CBS channels caused stocks to
jump up to $16 a share. Other rumors of a 24
hour wrestling cable network and a deal with
British Cable Networks to air WWFE programming overseas helped put the company
into the forefront of the business world,
_ 'In addition to this, WWF personalities have
.' become increasingly visible in the mainstream
media. Dwayne Johnson's (better known as
The Rock) appearance on Saturday Night Live
drew huge ratings amongst young male viewers, And both The Rock and Mick Foley (a.k.a.
Mankind) took their life stories to the top of
The New York Times' best seller list. Such
mainstream popularity has made the WWFE
stock a good buy in several analysts' opinions.
The XFL deal was the icing on the cake.
According to Bear Stems analyst, Marina
Jacobson, NBC's decision to buy into this new
venture validates the WWF's vision and its
future growth in their field. She rates the stock

Excur~iol,}s

C"'ultur,\1

'-I-h~"

I">rogranl~

will."

eFI..''''~,

Monday Night Football in 17 weeks of headto-head competition among young adult males,
ages 12 to 24, by 43 percent.
""NBC is in the business of appealing to
younger viewers, and this is a great opportunity to attract even more young adult males to the
network," NBC West Coast President Scott
Sassa said in a statement.
NBC dropped to second place last year aft _~
losing the rights to air NFL football games to
CBS, who made a $550 million-a-year offer.
NBC hopes the XFL will fiJI that void. In fact,
they are banking on it: they do not anticipate
interest in the NFL when the league's contract
with CBS runs out. NBC is confident in the
XFL, going as far as speculating that they \\ 111
tum a profit for the XFL by 2004
Both the WWF and NBC plan on cross-promoting each other's programs. NBC wants to
promote the XFL during the Olympics th IS
Summer.
The XFL is hoping their new game rules WIll
get the fan's interest: no fair catches, one foot
in bounds needed for a completion and a victory pot for players to split are just some of these
changes. Entertainment values
will be increased through video
cameras in the locker rooms,
microphones on the players and
more.
The WWFE has announced
that they would like teams in
New York, Los Angeles and six
other sites. Players have not
been signed yet.
In the past, other upstart
leagues such as the USFL and
the World League, have failed.
None of them had a partnership
of this magnitude, and the
WWFE is hoping this will be
enough to make it a success.
""I have stuck with the WWF
for a while," Walford said. '"I'm
counting on the XFL to bring
the stocks back up, but if the
XFL fails, then I'm out. I love
McMahon, but I have a house
in Greece I want to buy."
A lot rides on the XFL's success, and many people are watching with keen
interest But only time will tell. February I,
200 I is fast approaching.
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.Danc,ng,aughiiJg, L,iving with God
t

2000 Young' Adult Conference
Saturday, April 29, 2000
9:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M.
Cathedral High School
New .York, New York

,

,

Keynote Speaker: Joan Almedil'a

a

Joan Almedilla is. a young adutt and dedicated Catholic. Joan
was born and raised in Cebu City, Philippines. , She is a profes- .
.sional singer and actress who has played Kim in th,e Broadway
production of Miss Saigon'. Currently, Joanis pertormlnqthe role
of Famine in the National Tour of Les Miserables.· Her other credits include several solo albums and student films. In aooition, Joan

has performed in various benefits for AIDS and breast cancer victims. As a committed woman of taith.xloan has creatively ernbraced God as an integral part of her personal and professional
life.

~"

,
i

Life is always changing ... especially for young adults. Our lives are in constant motion, facing,
many daily joys and challenges with family! friends, relauonships. careers, and faith. As \ve
journey on lite's wincinq road, 'vve find some of our steps as slow. and steady as a waltz. while
ether steps are as quick and varying as a swinq dance. -When we~ embrace Crmst asoorPartner in this dance of lite, vve find His joy ano peace, which strengthens and nourishes us. Come
;oin us on Saturday, April 29 2000, as Vv8 celebrate our young adult experience and our faith
'n th,.....
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Dance
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YOUNG ADULT CONFERENCE?
Dancinq, La~ghing. Living \\'jfh God is-a one

I

~,j~~y ~PPO~1unity for young. ~,",du~ts to c?~n?ct 'vvith
J Ie esscntrat elements 01 Christ.an UTe tnrough
I ciscossion social interaction, and prayer
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it is designee for young adults 20s---40s, married and single. for young adults by young .
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Adult

~v1inistry

Office of the J\rchd.ocese of New

"(ark.

>

II
:

SaturdaYl April 29.2000
Conference: 9:00 A.M.--6:30

1-

FOR .........................
V'JHOr.1?
---.- BY ~lHO~A?

DATE AND TIME
- .

.....

I

"

,;
~
,~

REGISTRATION AND COST
Conference Fee is $20.00
postmarked by April 25
Includes: Continental Breakfast. Keynote.
Two Workshops, Lunch. and Exhibits.
Dinner I Dance Fee is $25.00.
12000.

•

,

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO
BECOME A DJ ON BARUCH'S
ONLY INTERNET RADIO
STATION COME TO ROOM
1455 IN 360 PARK AVE
SOUTH.

~

For further information, contact the NEWMAN CATHOLIC CEN'TER
at BARUCH COLLEGE, room 1511 P.A.S., to pick up a conference
brochure, or call the Catholic Archdiocese of N.Y•., at 212 371~1000,
extension 2066, Office of Young Adult Ministry, to request that a brochure
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The Baruch Pulse

Volleyball Season Ends

Women's Softball
The women's softball team has finally opened
its season and it has been bumpy. The team
The Baruch baseball team has continued to
lost its opener to Lehman, 21-3. The team then
tally up victories. At press time, the team is
forfeited a game against Hunter because of a
10-3 and scorching hot. The team is currently
lack of players - Baruch had seven and needed
ranked as the number one In CLNY.
one more girl.
Lehman and Hunter are
Last week. the baseball team ~ on three games
arguably the best teams in the conference.
and lost only one. The team defeated Ramapo
The talent is there on the team, but the team
J-3, LSMMA In a double header 1-0 and 3-2
has to learn to gel and some of the girls need to
and lost to Stevens Tech 8-4. The team appears
learn the various positions. Not everyone can
:0 be on a roJ I and poised to make some serIOUS
play every position and some players are still
noise In the pia) offs.
learning the concept of the game. I think the
But when these sentiments are expressed to
team will fair a bit better in the long run. I say
indiv idual players, they are downplayed, Joe
this because the women's softball team has
Caradonna said. "We just take every garne as it
players from many of the other women's teams
comes and trv not to lose. We know that when
which means that these girls at least understand
I."e play the way our coaches prime us, we are
that there is work to be done and, moreover.
tough to bear!"
they are willing to commit.
The team is so good and yet none of its playThe team cannot afford to have anymore forers is in an) of the
f e its
major top IO catethough.
ganes.
Perhaps
We have
this IS just as
already
good
because
seen what
then the team
happened
wants
to
WIn
to the voltogether
as
l e y b a ll
opposed to deferteam partring to one star
ly due to
player to carry the
the lack of
load.
players.
Men 's Tennis
It is not
In related news,
too late to
the men's tennis Baseball team after a game last season. The team is now a join
the
team is also on a very impressive 16-3. (PhotolBamch Archives)
team. All
roll. The tennis
those
team is now 4-0 overall and 2-0 in CUNY. The
interested can visit or call Ralph Sirianni at
team is tied for first w ith Brooklyn college.
(212) 387-1274. Additionally Sirianni can
In the past week the tennis team defeated John
supply information to anyone wishing to attend
Jay 9-0 and Webb 8-1. The tennis team has gotany of the games. I know that we all have our
ten off to a much better start than last year and
own circles in the school and attitudes on the
Coach Florin Giuglescu is glad to see that his
school, but let us try to support our student athnew additions and veteran players are respondletes! See you at the game.
ing early to the challenges.

By Kenyatta Pious
Sports Editor
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Minners' Commentary

By Jon Minners
Arts Editor
Hey yo! Only a few more commentaries left,
so I am going to make each one count. Check
this out. Baruch finally has a president that is
permanent. I guess all those commentaries
where I demanded a permanent president finally paid off. My voice has made a difference.
Now, who else can I insult?
So. I'm watching Wrestlernania 2000, and out
comes Pete Rose to attack Kane for the third
year in a row, What ended up happening was
Rakishi Phatu. the rnan w ith the big ass and a
thon th-thong thong thong. pushed that ass into
Rose's face I guarantee Rose didn't bet on that
happening.
It's amazing how 10\V Rose has gone smce
being susoencec for iife after gambling on
baseball games 1 mean allegedly gambling. I
wonder how much he got to make a fool out of
h.mse if Doesn't Major League Baseball have
J. "pity clause.
where they can Just Jet him
back in, at least as a batboy
The \\t \\ F and Vince Mc vlahon are gernng
more successful b) the minute In a deal
anncunceo wnr: :\BC, Mc vlahons new XFL
football league \\-:I! see its games played on
'\ Be. w ith the te lev (sian netw ork putting a lot

of money InW· the league

Glad

tl)

..,ee that

\k\.1ahon !S proving his c nt ics wrong
Of course his critic,", nev er shut up r \\ onder
,\ h:: that IS ! t ;. ou keep on tf) mg to end someone's success. c nances are : au are scared 0 f
that success \\ ill Me Mahon be the next guy In
the hot seat for some lame anti-trust case? If

1

Phil Muschnick had his way, the answer would
be yes.
Muschnick writes for The Post and the TV
Guide. He hates wrestling and always finds a
way to insult wrestling in his col umns. He
insulted NBC for having The Rock on SNL to
gain ratings. He insulted NBC for signing with
the XFL to get ratings. I guess 1 should insult
him now. How dare you write about wrestling
to get people to read your column? What kind
of role model are you?
The Lakers crushed the Knicks twice already.
After losing the game, Patrick Ewing realized
his team has no chance in hell of winning the
NBA championships. I guess this means he's
going to make a guarantee that the Knicks will
\\- In the NBA title.
Baseball season has begun and l ' m already
bored. I'm trying to keep v.. arching. but there
are stili over 160 games left Oh God. 1 can't
take that. Ho\V man) pitcnes is that: How
man: references to how close Sammy Sosa
came to Mark McGwires record? How many
urec stones of how Cal Ripken is the iron man
of baseball or how Ken Griffe) Jr. always
seems to choke In the homerun race? i 62
games! That's like a thousand chants of "John
Rocker sucks' John Rocker sucks '" I w onder
I f I can endure that
The Rangers lost a hid In the 'HL playoffs.
Oh \\ ell
\\ ow I
Soccer season IS starting Go
vtetrostar: Go' Can ;'OU sense the sarcasm?
Oh well, that's all the time I have. I must sort
through the varIOUS death threats I receive, and
one fan's mail. Later.

By Kenyatta Pious

Sports Editor
At the beginning of the season, vete~ player and leader. Eric Filak, went down in an
Injury and he could not join his team for the
season. This was a major setback and perhaps
the cataly st for the ill-fated season that has just
ended.
The team played poorly throughout the season and this past Monday the Statesmen
entered the ClJNYAC volley ball tournament as
the eighth seed. This meant that the team
would have to play against the best team in the
league in CCNY. The Statesmen were 1-I3 in
ClJNY and 4-20 with a winning percentage of
.071 Overall for the season and had a losing
streak of three going into the tournament.
In a grueling match, the Statesmen lost in
three games to Hunter: 15-3, 15-10 and 15-8.
When queried, sophomore Chris Waldmann
said, "I am just glad for the six players that
stuck through all the adversity this season.
Obviously we did not achieve what we wanted,
but there is not much that any tearn can do
given the circumstances." Added Waldmann,
..Against CCNY, the effort was there despite

the outcome. I am looking forward to next
year as we expect to be a much better team
next year."
Some of the circumstances that Waldmann
refers to are that after the Filak incident, some
players lost sight of playing the game. In other
words, players wanted to win only and while
this if a good state of mind, players must keep
in mind that losing may occur. Especially
when yOU have lost a key player and some
players cannot show up to games due to other
engagements, jobs and school.
Some players took the easy way out and left
the team, but a core six players stayed and
endured the rigors of the season. All of these
situations made it almost impossible for coach
Richard Mei to have a truly fruitful season.
Next vear
the team will bring back at least
~
four of its players and is heavily recruiting now
for next season. The team will lose veteran
Shiva Bhimul to graduation. Newcomer Mark
Duvall who learned a great deal this year about
the game and really helped the team with a few
aces in the tourney will also be leaving due to
graduation.
As always we wish the seniors well and hope
that next year's season is a better one.
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the tradition of Tupac s Changes, but a
little better. It makes you think.
Now, with every step forward, there
seems to be a step back. BTNH glorifies
killing people and taking drugs despite
all the changes they asked for. To make
matters worse, they are now rapping
about their new interest in ecstasy.
Everyone wants to mimic their
favorite rappers and marijuana was
bad enough, but now we have rappers like Dr. Dre and BTNH glorifying the use of ecstasy. This is not
right, and it sounds strange that a
group of rappers who want to
change the world also want to corrupt it.
Still, forgetting about social
issues, I found Ecstasy to be very
catchy, almost addictive, so to
speak. The words, as always, were
fast and meaningful, even if it was
about drugs. If you listen to the
words, you may not want to take the
take them right back to the top.
substance anyway. Even though they are
BTNH have had their share of success
saying how good it is, what they say it
over the years. They sold 20 million
makes them do is also a turnoff
albums since 1994. Still, it had been two
No matter what they rap about, everyyears since their last album. Sure, they
thing flows smoothly. The words are
had success in a singles' career, but could
adrenaline pumping, making you want to
they remain successful as a group?
sing along even if you can't ever hope to
That question doesn't even need an
keep up with them. The beats intertwine
. answer. BTNH keeps the same talent
well with the words, making for complete songs that simply kick ass.
that brought them to the big dance.
Rapping faster than Flash .on speed, (
My favorite song right now is The
BTNH spits out lyrics that seem to meld
Righteous Ones, which
features David's
.......
to the beat. It has been a trademark of
Daughters. This song is extremely
catchy. While I am a sucker for fast
theirs for years. I am a sucker for a fast
rap and I wasn't disappointed. The faster
rhymes, I am an even bigger sucker for
the rap, the -more I want to listen to it.
hot-sounding girls singing the chorus.
But that isn't all that makes for a good
This song has that going for it, too. Very
cool.
song. BTNH provide a message to go
along with the fast rap.' .
After two years, BTNH hasn ~t lost a
Change the World talks about making
step. They are on top of their game and
- some changes to better our world. The
on top of the charts once again.
social ills of Earth are explored and
Resurrection. You don't need to be resexamined and the plea is simple. Things
urrected when you never died to begin
are getting-out ofcontJol and it is time for
·with, and BTNH are-ative and well and
a change. It is an inspiring song that is in
will be for a long time to come.
Once they stood at the crossroads of
life, singing about death. Death seems to
be synonymous with Bone Thugs-nHarmony. They lost a dear loved one
when Easy E died. Their career was also
thought to be dead. But with their fourth
piece of work; BTNH sings about
Resurrection. A resurrection that will
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Back to the Mainstream: WWF Takes Out Their Aggression
By Jon Minners
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As if laying the smackdown on the
sports entertainment field wasn't enough,
the World Wrestling Federation has
decided to conquer the music industry as
well.
At the end of the last year, the WWF
presented WWF The Music: Volume 4.
which included some fantastic songs by
some no name artists who worked for the
WWF to create theme music for each of
the wrestlers involved. Smashing into the
new millennium, the W\VF has decided
to re-mix and re-present these WWF
theme songs utilizing such rap stars as
Method Man, Snoop Dogg, Ice-T and
Run-DMC. Yes, the WWF has entered
the world of rap and brings to us, WWF
Aggression.
Unlike WCW Mayhem, which included songs from Kid Rock, L!JIl Bizkit and
Metallica, the ~ prmnted new
songs created- specifically for them and
not throwaway songs that had little to do
with the wrestlers or wrestling iV general. .
This is another reason why the WWF is
constantly beating WCW in the ratings
wars, and now it looks like they are looking for other areas to win in and are succeeding at it.
From the very beginning of this CD, I
knew I was in for a treat. Run-DMC uses
the Deg~ne1'tltion X theme and rips it up
in Tbe KiDp. They are the originators of
bucking the industry, so they were a per-

feet fit for the Degeneration X theme.
The rap is old school and if you loved
Run-DMC way back when, and who
doesn't, you are going to love this song.
The rap is fast, and the lyrics kick ass.
This song is intensely catchy and will
have you spitting out the chorus -without
even realizing it.
Run-DMC's song is reason alone to buy
this CD, but if you need further convincing, you have to
hear Method Man
tear it up on his
rendition of the
Rock s theme. The
Rock even guest
stars here shouting
out
his
catch
phrase, "00 you
smell what the
Rock .is cooking'!'
His words are
intertwined perfectly with Method
Man's fast, intelligent rhymes. WuTllng Clan members love wrestling and
have included wrestling phrases and
mentioned wrestlers in several of their
songs. Method Man did his research and
included many of the Rock's catch phrases in his rap as well as other wrestling
phrases. Add all this with a phat ass beat
in the background, and you have arguably

the best song on the CD.
Now, with all the great songs, there are
a few bad apples in the bunch.
Mankind's song sucks. I don't know
what the hell Old Dirty Bastard was
smoking when he did this song. Maybe
he wasn't smoking. That could have been
the problem, because ODB did not cut it
here. Also, in Stone Cold Steve Austin s~
theme, Hell Yeah, Snoop Dogg is poorly
advertised as
he barely says
a word and
only sings the
chorus.
If
you
like
Snoop Dogg,
say hell yeah,
if you think
this song is
boo t ,
say ... well,
you get the
point.
Other songs
-5 u f f e r
because the originals were way better.
Chris Jericho's Break DowD tile Walls
was better as a rock song. Th~ Nftt1 Age
OlllltIWS' .song, You Ain't Hard, had
&ul Au aDd T«Iuti«~ fast raps and a
decent hook, but it ~ a better song
without words at all.
Still, there are plenty of high points on

11-

the to. Kane's theme, The Big Red
Machine by The Eastsidaz, is totally surprising since the wrestler is a mute. I
wasn't expecting this song to be good.
The Eastsidaz had to get into Kane's head
and they did agood job .doing so.. including grisly lyrics and a fantastic beat.
Another gothic-type wrestler, Gangrel
has a great theme, too. C-Murder and
Magic do a tribute to Puff Daddy with
lyrics like, I won t stop/ I can ~ stop/ til 1
see blood (face it, he's guilty). This.
along with the Undertaker's song, which
is very eerie and contains dark lyrics, fit
both wrestlers' personas.
On the glamorous side of-the album is
Ice-T singing the theme for the
Godfather. Doesn't Ice-T fits the image
well as he sings, Pimpin' Ain't Easy.
"Grab y~ b~s,'~. shouts. Cool...
WWF Aggression contains some great
stars and some great music. You won't
find any throwaways here. You'll get
phat beats, incredible lyrics and the body
slamming feeling of the World Wrestling
Federati on.
So, let the WWF take out your aggression and let this CD be a message to
WCW as- they try to win the war with the
WWF. As R~tbtuln~ ROck and Peanut
BIItI~' Wolfsay:
- There s No Chance in Weill You want to
take what s mine/ YOII 're just too frail.

·
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Karl's Korner:
Galerians
By Karl D. Boulware

Street Sk8ter Sucks
By Badseed
In the past, I have been very down on
games with skateboards in them. Anyone
remember how I trashed the last skateboarding video game? I don't think
ROCKSTAR video games ever recovered
from that brutal critique. Too bad.
So, what is my gripe with these games?
It's simple. No game can ever match the
Tony Hawk game. Even its sequel can
only be better if they keep all the original
stuff from the first game and just improve
the graphics. That's why I will tell you
right away that Street Sk8er 2 is not a
game to buy.
I played every mode and nothing got
my interest. It's not as addictive and is in
fact very frustrating to play. It is cool
that you get to pick your own skateboard,
equipped with cool designs, but the people yOU are given to choose from look
like real losers and couldn't beat Tony
Haw k if he.hadboth his legs tied together
Another cool aspect was that )'ou
could create a park to skateboard in. It
would be cool except for the fact that
when you create this park, complete with

cool stunts for your skater to overcome,
you can barely get through it because the
controls suck so much.
This game was not fun at all. I didn't
enjoy it and the only thing that saved this
game was a phat ass soundtrack with
such stars as the Deftones, Ministry,
8Stops 7, Citizen King, Static-X, Shootyz
Groove, Showoff, Del The Funky
Homosapien and The Chick Magnets. It
would have been even better if the controls were better so you could do some
cool moves with the bumping soundtrack
in the background. but I guess it is wrong
to ask for that.
Badseed's Bottom line: 2 out of 5.
The soundtrack- is excellent. and I recommend you rent this CD or borrow it and
copy the songs on it. Don't be fooled by
the cool video montage at the beginning
of the game. You won't have any fun
with this game at all Stick -with-~~+-~.
Hawk. Now that is a great skateboarding
game. All other skateboarding games
have been warned.

enemies near him will automatically fall
If Resident Evil was your favorite
dead..This was very cool the first time it
game,
Galerians
by
Crave
happened to me, watching a scientist fall
Entertainment should be your next purto his knees and clutch his head screamchase; I have to warn you though, it is
ing your name. In a matter of seconds he
only for mature audiences. I enjoyed this
was dead from a cranium explosion.
game a lot. It was a change from the regThere is also a cool searching mode
ular run and gun survival horror.
where you use your psychic abilities to
The main character is Rion, a fourteenfigure things out and see the past to recall
year-old boy who awakes to find himself
your memory.
bound in a restraining bed at
The Bottom Line:
Michelangelo Hospital. He frees himself
This game is very similar to Resident
using his newfound psychic abilities, but
Evil; I was using
he is hindered
all of the techby his memory
niques I learned
loss of anything
on that title. But
that happened
the game is not
before waking
straight bootleg
up in the hospiit is only similar.
tal. Rion hears
If this is your
the voice of
game genre I
Lilia, who is
give it a 4 1/2
trying to telepathically
out of 5. If you
guide him to
are just looking
her
location.
to purchase a
The
psychic
good
quality
power
game I rate this a
enhancement
4. Overall I like
chemicals
this title: it has
(PPEC)
he
its own story
finds stimulate
going on and a
various psychic
slightly different
powers that he uses against the Galerians .... style to the game play, taking the genre in
created by Dorothy, a revolutionary super
a whole new direction.
computer that can think and replicate her
circuits to become even more advanced.
If the story doesn't have you salivating
yet, the PPEC's allow Rion to fire powerful shockwaves or excite objects' molecules causing it to burst into flames. I
guess you have to see it to believe it. You
have to be careful when you use your
abilities because they are not without
If your psychic anger bar
dangers.
becomes futl and you try to use your
powers Rion will short, causing his psychic powers to go out of control and most

Rock the Rink Rocks the Playstation
By Badseed
first team to score five points. Along the
I love going to a hockey game and
way, you get to body slam opponents and
w arching someones teeth get knocked to
just beat the crap out of them with an
the ground I always wondered why people never knocked hockey the way the)
assortment of great wrestling moves.
Even when you go for goals, you don't
did wrestling. The violence in hockey is
just shoot, you do something cool like a
real and the violence has been copied on
tornado attack. Nothing like a tornado
hockey fields all over the world. Then I
attack to get the blood flowing.
started thinking how cool it would be if
wrestling were real and how cool it
The music is okay and the beginning of
would be if hockey players started
doing wrestling moves on the Ice.
\\'0\\ I That \At- ould be cool
So, w e don't have a sport like that,
but we do have a video game.
ELECTRO/VIC ARTS presents
NHL: Rock the Rink. which gives
the sport of hockey a new spin on
the Playstation console. Think NFL
Blitz for the NHL. After playing
this game, I had to think. why didn't
they do this earlier? .
----.
" I I'! i I ~
Now, the graphics are nothing to
be desired. I mean I have seen plen- ~
ty of games with better graphics, but
the game features Hole and a montage of
that didn't matter in this game. What did
slamming, crashing and incredible beat
matter was the awesome gameplay that
downs right on the ice. The announcers
was as addictive as cocaine to George
are pretty cool and extremely funny as
Bush Jr. The character move smoothly
they announce like all is normal. Funny
and I have not encountered any glitches
as of yet. It is hard to cheese your way to
stuff here. It just adds to the game and
gives you something to play along with.
points and the game is won by being the

---
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The game would feel naked without it.
Now, what else do you get? Well, you
can create your own team or playas one
of the other non-NHL teams in the game.
You can also unlock NHL teams by beating them in a special mode of play. This
will give you the opportunity to have the
Rangers beat the crap out of Mark
Messier for leaving their team behind.
Can you ask for a
more complete
game?
Badseed's
Bottom line:
4
out of 5. The
graphics aren't
that great, but
this game harks
back to the classic Blades of
Steel game we
all loved as kids.
Of course this
game offers a lot
more and is a great addition to the sports
library of games out on the Playstation.
Awesome action, addictive game play
and a great way to take out your fiustration. NHL: Rock the Rink rocks your
Playstation, and that's the bottom line
cause Badseed said so.
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More Music
Unsigned But Ready For Stardom
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Welcome back to the Concert Review. For
another personal Favorite off of their 1996
this venture I had the privilege of seeing
album October Rust, My Girlfriends
four unbelievable bands in one night,
Girlfriend. October Rust is notoriously
capped off of course by the incomparable
known as Type 0 Negatives most depressing
Type 0 Negtuive. The event took place at
release, the one release that actually made
the Roseland Ballroom and was presented
you sit there .and just mellow out for the
by 89.5 WSOU.
duration of the album. In the words of Pete
The night started off with a little known
Steele when asked of October Rusts Lyrical
but highly heralded band by the name of the
content, "(October Rust) has a lot to do with
DeadJights. Signed by ELEKTRA, many
paganism, a lot to do with the woods and
see them as being a band that will pave new
autumn, a lot to do with women because
ways for the direction of Metal in the future.
being filthy hetero scum in this band, we
They will be on stage too at Ozzfest with
can't keep our minds off that." Live, though,
other up and coming artists. They pack a
such songs are given an extra kick, and that
unique punch, pitting a vocalist with a mulit has no exception as My Girlfriends
tifaceted sounding voice, ranging from great
Girlfriend blew the roofoffof the place, consinging to guttural screams, with a very
tinuing the meshing frenzy that Kill All The
melodic and tight group of musicians that
White People had established. After that,
read each other well and played very tight.
they broke it down for a few songs and
The perfect opening band in my opinion, as
played their classic and unique blend of melthey warmed the crowd up for thirty minutes
low dramatic songs that have made them the
or so.
band that they are today. Love You To Death
Afterwards, Full Devil Jacket, signed by
and World Coming Down brought the
Island DefJam, who will also be appearing
crowd back into a still and hypnotic state of
at Ozzfest, made their presence felt with
mind. To listen to Type 0 Negative and to
their own blend of aggressive, in-your-face
feel the power of their slow beats and meanbeats. and a mostly melodic vocal perforingful lyrics, let alone the bellowing voice of
mance. Yet another up-and-coming heralded
Pete Steele, is just enough to make anyone
band, this tight form of aggressive guitars
stir a bit and take notice that this band is no
and aggressive vocals is a one of a kind to
ordinary mainstream offering but rather a
say the least, consisting of Josh Brown tight knit group of individuals that make
vocals, Jonillhan Montoya - guitars, Mike
their own sound and can honestly portray no
Reaves - guitars, Keith Foster - drums,
true influences in their music, sans Black
Kevin Bebout - bass. They continued the
Sabbath ofcourse, but they don't count, they
pace the Deadlights set forth and as they
were the originators.
continued with it, they actually got the
Christian Woman brought the crowd back
crowd up for many of their songs, which is
on its feet and hopping. The song about a
an accomplishment for any opening band
woman losing her faith by delving into the
really.
"evil" realm of sexuality had the crowd
Coal Chamber (Mike, Meeg, Rayna and
absolutly stirred. It is, in classic Type 0 fashDezi; managed by Joan Osbourne, nearly
ion, nearly 8 minutes long if not more, therestole the show with an hour long set which
fore it goes through many changes, but is
kicked off with a bang with classics like
beyond a shadow of a doubt one of their
Sway, Loco, Big Truck, Clock, and Pig to
most stand outish songs. They rounded off
name a few. Rayna, coming off giving birth.
their set with such songs off of 1999's World
"as amazing as well. rejoining the band and
Coming Down album such as Evervone I
playing amazingly. The crowd themselves
Love is Dead, Pyretta Blaze, and Creepy
sang to literally every song, and the pit did
Green Light. They even Played a song off
not
of
Pete
cease.
Steeles old
Fro m
ban d ,
song to
Carnivore,
song, I
which was
fo un d
just plain
myself
out heavy to
in the
say
the
p i t -'
--least. I also
crowd
enjoyed the
surfing,
fact
that
s I a m
every song
dancwas
sung
ing, and
along to by
do in g
the crowd,
-,
alot of
the
Type 0 Negative Rocked the Roseland ·Baliroom at even
other
m 0 s t
the Road Rage tour.
non obscure
condonsong. and
able acts of violent enjoyment. Can anyone
Pete made mention of it and thanked the
say sweaty mess? They were just pumping
crowd at nite's end.
through every song and they picked up a fan
After an encore was demanded by the
in me for sure that night. I was totally
buzzing crowd at the end of their set, they
blown away by their performance, from the
played their signature song off of Bloody
huge curtain which veiled them and then fell
Kisses, Black No. 1. The crowd, singing
when they started their set, followed by
along with every word, broke into an all out
eerie music and crazy purple and yellow
mosh fest, body surfing, ass kicking, mental
lights, to the end of their set where red and
house. At the end of that, the guitars faded
white confetti fell from the ceiling as the
to distortion as Pete and the other guys in the
band exited. stage left. Coal Chamber is a
band decided to let loose and toss hundreds
definite one of a kind. amazing, and truly
of toilet paper rolls into the crowd which the
talented foursome.
crowd obligingly tossed back at each band
Finally, performing roughly an hour and
member and staff on stage respectively.
twenty-minute set was Type 0 Negative,
An awesome show was what I was treated
performing on a stage with the background
too all together (GOD I LOVE THIS JOB).
ofthe Brooklyn Bridge in a green tint as feaThe opening bands were tight and amazing,
tured on their 1999 release World Coming
Coal Chamber and Type 0 just tore the roof
Down, along with classic street trash cans
off the place and burned it for good meathat fumed smoke under a green Iight on
sure .....so as always, here is your Sic Six Star
either side of the stage, giving the stage a
ratings;
very New York feel from this Brooklyn
based. four man (Pete Steele on Vocals and
Deadlights:
4 1/2 stars
Bass, guitarist Kenny Hickey, drummer
Full Devil Jacket: 5 stars
Johnny Kelly and keyboardist/production
Coal Chamber:
6 stars without a DOUBT
man Josh Silver) band.
Type 0 Negative: 6 stars and a DEFINITE
They showed their Raw energy opening up
must see.
with the controversial and personal favorite
song by the name of Kill All The White
Pick up ALL these bands at your local
People off their' 1993 Album Bloody
record stores, in particular Type 0 Negative's
Kisses. Needless to say this hard hitting,
October Rust and Bloody Kisses, as well as
adrenaline drenched song sent the sellout
Coal Chamber's Self Titled album and
crowd into a moshing frenzy. Bodies flying
Chamber Music. Catch y 'all next time kideverywhere, with yours truly Body Surfing
dies, Lataz.
it AGAIN! They followed that song with
./

By Jeffrey Belsky
Touring in New York clubs, and going
through a third drummer (who is here to
stay), MindTwist has the type of material
that record executives salivate over.
Hailing from Long Island, this unsigned
death-metal quintet's music does exactly
what its name says - it rips your brain
apart. From the roaring of frontman
Motz ~ voice and the vicious C# de-tuned
guitar. work of Allison and Phavian,
B.U.F.F.A.L.O. stampedes out like a
hungry and angry herd. Bearing a similarity to System 01 a Down; sonic riffs,
Grade-A meaty bass lines (by Bone) and
ferocious drum work (by Ken) complement the anger and pain in Motz's (as
well as lyricist J,laddo Zapata~) heart on

Shut Your Mouth, a song about a lying,
cheating, yada, yada, yada, ex-girlfriend.
At the end of the song is a cute
Caribbean sample which will put a smile
on anyone's face, no matter how hard of
a break up they've been through. Ache,
another no-holds-barred pitch-black
song, ends the three-song EP (produced
by Jim Sabella and MindTwist) on a
very strong note. Expect many tour dates
soon. At the close ofthe album, you'll be
drained of all bodily energy. lying tired
as hell on the floor. But you'll be craving
for more. (for more information, e-mail
MindTwist@email.com.
visit
www.miRdtwistaet.com or write to the
band, at:
MindTwist
P.O. Box 181
Centereach, NY 11720

Oasis Runs· Dry

By Jeffrey Belsky
While many critics say this new
album Standing On the Shoulder of
Giants from Epic Records, is a step
ahead from the hung-over, drugged-out
Be Here Now, I say that the Gallagher
Brothers haven 't moved anywhere.
They're both off drugs, and Liam has
quit drinking, but they sound stoned on
Who Feels Love? (which ironically

bears an eerie resemblance to Lucy In
the Sky With Diamonds).
Mostly
everything on this album is languid, and
too slow. Whatever happened to the days
of Wonderwall
or Champagne
Supernova? Gas Panic! makes you
want to run out of the room as if someone did expel such a foul odor. One
clever lyric appears in the mediocre
Where Did It All Go Wrong? when
Liam sings "Do you keep a receipt for
the friends that you buy?" I Can See A
Liar gets a little more hard-edged, but is
damaged by the lazy pop hooks and
Liam's annoying vocals. The only thing
worth your money on this disc is Go Let
It Out (if I were you, I'd download the
MP3). The cute bluesy riff ending the
song was a fine idea, as well as the heavy
bass and sample. Besides this track, and a
few scant seconds on some other tracks.
Standing On the Shoulder of Giants is
just horrible. If you're thirsting for some
good music, buy something else, 'cause
this Oasis has run bone-dry.
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John Cusack's High Fidelity:
By Jon Minners

Sometimes breaking the wall between
the audience and the actors can be a bad
thing. The movie concentrates so much
on this newfound bond between actors
and audience that they forget about the
important bond between actors, plot and
story. High Fidelity is one of those rare
examples where breaking the wall
throughout the movie is important for
that movie's success.
This is a romantic movie; the kind you
don ~t take- your girlfriend to see because
she may remember the bad things you did
in the relationship, and take out her
.vengeance on you. This is the kind of
movie you see with friends and then go
home to your girlfriend and apologize for
all the wrong you did in the past. By no
means is this a sad movie. This is a twisted romantic comedy where all the rules
are thrown out the window and everyone
plays with their decks exposed.
Ron Gordon, played by John Cusack.
is the owner of a record store in Chicago.
He is an old-fashioned music lover who
alphabetizes his vinyl collection, not by
letters, not by artists, but autobiographi-

cally, His life has seen more ups and
downs than a roller coaster ride, a melancholy image Gordon shares right from
the beginning of the movie with his Top
5 All-Time Worst Breakups. Number one
is a humorous account ofa three-day love
affair that took place between children.
Each account gets a little worse, and
number five, the worst of them all
involves the one he lost as the movie
begins.
Laura, played by Iben Hjejte breaks up
with Gordon and the rest of the movie
surrounds his efforts to win her back.
The pain that he feels from this is
released when he works at Championship
Vinyl, his record store, with Dick (Todd
Louiso) and Barry (Jack Black). It is
there that the three share their strange.
unhealthy love of music, which includes
the top 5 songs about death, after Laura's
dad passes away. How twisted is that?
This movie is very twisted, but not in a
Something About Mary kind of way.
(continued on next page)

Remembering the Good with the Bad
Asylum's 'Most Recently Committed:
Interview with John Cusack
By Shira Shimoni
A mov ie that portrays the male point

and Bob Dylan.
The screenwriters, co-producers John
of \ iew in a relationship- does someone
Cusack. D.~: DEVI.VCENTIS and
dare to adm it that men hav t: "issues?"
STEVE PI/\'K got together again after
John Cusack stars in the film adaptathe 1996 success of Grosse Pointe
tion of SICK HORlVBY'S 199~ novel
Blank and were enthusiastic to work on
High Fidelity, \\ hich he also (0-\\ rotc
High Fidelitv. Cusack savs the advanand co-produced. Whi le the book is set
tage of being the writer/producer is not
III London. the xcrccnwritcrs successfulworrvinc "about offending the writer or
!) rc-w rotc the script tll :'1 Chicano loca- producer:' Cusack mentions his compan on. I nl ikc the portal to JOHS
ny .'''/EW CRIME PRODUCTI01VS is
JIALKOJ 1CH' S brain, in High
r idclity. ('US3CK as Roh Gordon, allows
working on several projects and- hopes
to direct something he wrote in the
\\ omen to experience first hand the
struggles and
future.
Lj II est i o n S
Cusack is
go
can fi d e n t
through durin the roles
mg a relathat he has
t i o n s h i p .
chosen for
(' usack says
himself.
"Rob is dead
His acting
on. he is an
career
honest guy
spans two
r c v e a lin a
decades.
\\ hat men go
Cusack
throuuh (in
was
busy
relatlonin the 80s'
sh ips )...
acting
In
(Jordon. a
teenage
.")6-year-old
romantic
trapped in the
comedies.
rn ind frame
Sur e
of an adolesThing,
cent when it
Sixteen
Cusack
shares
a
Tender
Moment
with
comes
to
Candles,
co-star
Iben
Hjejle
in
the
Movie
romance, IS
Say
evaluating his
Anything.
past relationships and inner happiness
M 0 r e
after his 10Qg time girl friend Laura.
recently, Cusack is carefully choosing
(/ben Hjej/e) leaves him. Rob is the
his scripts and averages two films per
owner of an unsuccessful record store ,
year. About big hollywood blockbusters,
Champion Vinyl, where music is sold
Cusack says the scripts are "not challenging."
the old fashion way- on vinyl. He
spends his days with his two employees
High Fidelity works according to
Dick (Todd Luoiso) and Barry (Jack
Cusack because it is a funny and enterBlack) swapping music trivia. The protaining film. The movie appeals to both
ducers brought their personal music
sexes. Women will enjoy the ridiculous
taste to the soundtrack of the film by
thought process that men have while
including their favorites. Cusack says,
men will watch, squirm and think, "Oh,
how true it is."
"We put the music that we loved growing up like The Clash, Marvin Gaye,

-
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~
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By Blackheart
High Fidelity is a movie
about relationships, but the
characters sure love their
music. That love for music
is just a little too much for
my taste. I mean these guys
know song titles better than
they remember their own
phone number. They make
lists of the top 5 songs about
breakups and the top 5 songs
about death. Still. many of
these song titles, T never
heard of. and many of the
musicians I never heard of
either. I know my music and
this movie made me feel stupid, so imagine now t fen
w hen I looked at the soundtrack and only knew the
song title. Let's Get it On. I
didn't hav e high hopes for High Fidelity:
the CD.
As I listened, I thought about the rules
for making a compilation that John
Cusack's character went over in the
movie. Yeah, they followed those rules
all right. and they did a good job. Now, I
may have never heard of some of these
songs, but I didn't mind listening to
them. This is the type of CD that you sit
down and Just I isten to. Don't do anything else but think about past loved ones
and your current one as each- track goes
on. You'll think about the bad times, the
good times and the sad and fun times you
had in the past. You 'II want to write a top
5 list of your own.
The top 5 songs on this CD are:
5. Oh! Sweet Nuthhin' by The Velvet
Underground: This song may be long,
but it is pretty damn good. The chorus is
the best part and you don't have to listen
to all seven minutes if you don't want to.
4.
Most of tbe Time by Bob Dylan:
DYlan is the man and this song is nice,
slow and kind of sad in a way. Also, it is
one of the only songs where you can
actually understand him. Pretty cool to
me.

3.

Fallen for You by Sheila Nicholls:
This song is kind of sad and I like that. I
like a good depressing song. It was a
song I could relate to even though none
of the stuff ever happened to me. It is

Breaking Ground with- the Truth
This movie is twisted in the fact that it is
so true. Almost every observation made
by Cusack's character made someone in
the audience laugh a little louder..know-

Jack Black
the

ing their past.
It is those observations that Cusack
makes that shows him growing up right
before our eyes, from a man scared of
commitment
to
one who
realizes
there
IS
nothing to
be scared
of. From a
man who
wants to
live out his
fantasies,
to one who
real izes
that fantasies are
just that,
fantasies.
This
movie IS
fun n y
Delivers a Smashing Performance on
because it
Stage, Singing Let's Get it On
is so true.

It is the movie that
defines relationships and what
they are about.
The
backdrop
may be about
music,
but In
every song, and
every joke, and in
the title itself,
High
Fidelity,
there is a state(left to right) Jack Black, Jotm-Cusack, and
ment about rela- .;--..
Todd Louisa star in High Fidelity .
tionships
that
slowly makes its
Beyond the laughs is a serious look at
way into the forefront.
romance and the obstacles that get in the
As you yourself grow with the characway. There is a lesson to be learned here.
ter, realizing you were wrong for someYou just have to be willing to open up to
thing you should have done, something
it.
you did, or even just bringing you on a
Rarely does a movie that breaks the wall
nostalgic trip through your own top five
between actors and the audience do well.
worst breakups, you become a part of the
This movie not only succeeds, but it
film. You are Cusack's character's best
breaks new ground for other movies to
friend. You are the one that most relates
follow. High Fidelity is high on laughs,
to him, because he is everyone who has
high on romance and high on my list for
ever suffered a horrible breakup.
the Top 5 Romantic Movies of 2000.
High Fidelity is absolutely hilarious.

-

-

High Fidelity: From the Movie to the Book
By Jon Minners

just sad and' I can definitely relate to that.
It talks about a guy who writes songs for
his other women, but never wrote a sons
.:::>
for the girl singing this song. She is
rightfully upset since she feels neglected
and that just sucks. You know, like when
your ex never lets you drive her car, but
she lets everyone else. That stupid ...on
with the next song.
J
I Believe (When I Fall in Love it
Will Be Forever) by Stevie Wonder:
Stev ie Wonder knows how to sing a love
song, but he is way off the mark. The
song should have stated that when I fall
in love, the girl I fall in love with will
break my heart and so will the next until
like ten years later when I finally fall in
love and it will last forever. Oh well.
~

I.
Let's Get it On by Jack Black: I
know this song, and what was cool was
that it was sung by one of the stars in the
film. He sings it in the film and did a
good job, too. I like this song and it is
one of the best romantic songs you can
play before you ... well, you know. Of
course, Jack Black really didn't give it
that romantic feel the original does so I
didn't get anything. Bastard.

Well, there you have it. The top 5
songs on the High Fidelity soundtrack.
So remember the good times and remember the bad, and if you need a little help
in doing so, pop in the High Fidelity
soundtrack and bring the memories back.

High Fidelity the movie was a hit as far
as I am concerned. That has all ready
been covered. Now, this movie came
first as a book. So, how does that book
stack up to the .movie? This is one question I needed answered, since it is well
known that the book is always better than
the movie. Well, this is true once again.
High Fidelity, written by NICK
HORNBY, is a national bestseller and
there is a 'reason for that. It 'is one of the
funniest books I have ever read. The
movie interestingly enough follows the
hook almost to a tee. There are a few
things here and there, but to the most
part, -the book-and the movie are-thesame. The only reason -why the book is
better is because it does offer a little more
information that the movie left out to
keep the length down.
While reading this book on the train, I

tionship. It's like they
have a natural ability at
blocking every advance
you make. Given some
training, they would be
black beIts at any form
of karate. Hornby covers this topic very well
and to a tee.
It just amazes me at
_how smoothly this
book flows.
I just
couldn't put it down. I
find this strange since I
just saw the movie,
~.yen though I pretty
much knew the ending,
I read on, just because
it felt good to do so.
This book is sad and it
is funny, and it is also

couldn't help to
. laugh out loud at
some of the situations I remembered well from
the
movie.
Hornby nails it on
the head. It's like
IS
giving
he
secrets
away

about

relation-:'

ships . and how
they work.
I
mean I totally
understood a lot
~

what- ~went-.-Y!-Il----

in this book. I
know all about the
defensive
hand
that women have
when in a rela-

.The Soundtrack May Be.Good, But
Romeo MUST Die

Live the Movie Through the Music
Romeo Must Die
By Jon Minners

Also with Aaliyah
kicks serious ass, invoking scenes in the .
movie, since she lip-synched it in the film
(talk about self-promotion), It doesn't matter
what song she sings, Aaliyah's voice carries
this soundtrack from Try Again to I Don't
Wanna. And it is because of her singing that
this CD is hot like fire.
Now, while Aaliyah is kicking some serious
ass. only a few
other singers catch
that same wave.
Ginuwine, another
singer destined for
greatness
.has
another catchy tune
on his hands with
Are You Feelin' Me?

I f at first you don't succeed. brush yourself

ofT and try again. Although that is a line in
one of the songs for the Romeo Must Die
soundtrack, there really is no need to try
again. Aaliyah nails it the first time, as do
several other artists on this must-have soundtrack.
Try Again, the first release otT of this
soundtrack sets the tone for the rest of the CD,
This track is hot. I was upset that I had to wait
until the end of the movie to hear it. Luckily,
this song is the first track you hear. Aaliyah is
all ready big. but this song will make her bigger. She's about to explode. Her beautiful
voice blends in perfectly with the phat beats
in the background. Timbaland does his usual
"sticking his nose into already good songs"
thing, but it comes off very well in this song.
Try Again is one of those songs that is very
mellow, but sti II leaves you bobbing your
head.
Aaliyah tries again three J110re times and hits
homer each time out. Come Back in One
Piece combines her sensational voice with the
unique rap voice of DMX, who also has a part
in the film. It definitely works as the two
share an interesting chemistry on this song.
Just hearing OMX shout, "What!" can make
any song he's in good, but the combo of his
impressive rap skills and Aaliyah's catchy
lyrics make this song as good as Try Again, if
not better.

S imp
Irresistible.

I

very romantic. You smile as the character
attempts to get back with his ex. You root
him on because his victory is your victory.
He felt your pain earlier in the book and
now you can feel his.
What I find even more amazing is that
this book has an easy kind of feeling to it.
It's as if the writer didn't struggle at all to
write the book. I can honestly sec him'
starting this book and never stopping.
Kind of makes you wonder ifmost of this
stuff-is autobiographical. It sure feels like
it is.
This book is so good because it is so
true. I could have written it. You could
have written it. It is about the pain we all
have felt, the hurt we all experienced and
the struggles we have all gone through.
Yes, H?rnby did write this, but he wrote it
for all of us and since this book is about all
of us, it makes sense to give it a read.

By Darn A.' Abrams

y
I

don't like the guy,
but he can sure
kick it into high
gear and get you to
sing along.
Still, it is
Aaliyah
whose
star shines bright-.
est and makes you want to buy this ClJ, and
like the movie, this soundtrack packsa lot of
punch. While some songs' punches fall far
short of their target, Aaliyah, Ginuwine, and
others provide the' knockout punch needed
to put this CD on your things-to-buy list
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The Road to Progress

Normally, these pages are filled with nothing but glowing recommendations. The last
time I panned an anime or manga was with
Princess Mononoke. That review may even
change now that [ have access to the Japanese
version. Sti II. normally. [ find something good
enough to make me recommend a- piece of
work to you, the anime-watching, and mangareading audience. This time, [ have a warning:
Do not get Riot.
Why not? Well. I'll tell you. SATOSHI
SHIKJ does the story and art. While the artwork is ruce, the story is down right stupid.
The main lead is an outlaw right out of the
pages of the Wild West. His name is Billy the
Kid. Now there is nothing wrong with that.
It's nice to see that Japan takes inspiration
from American folk heroes.
Here's where I talk about the bad stuff. Billy
wants to get hold of Riot an ancient. sacred
text that IS said to contain the magical key to
treasures unknown. and of course. the secrets
of the universe In his quest to get his hands
on the book. he comes into confrontation w ith
Axel, the guardian of the book. who has sworn
to protect It. even If her life IS at risk
Axel has chased Billy down to get the book

back and in one final confrontation, shoots and
mortally wounds Billy. Here is where the
manga goes down the drain, so pay careful
attention. The book suddenly talks and offers
to spare Billy's life in exchange for protection
of Axel and the book.
Billy's blood is
absorbed by the book and after agreeing to the
terms, Billy is allowed to live. Billy the Kid
must now protect the girl that tried to kill him
and the book he wanted to steal. Of course,
the two will come across dangerous enemies.
and will probably end up falling in love.
This story was confusing at first. and once I
figured out what was happening, I wished I
didn't. The plot is weak. the story is predictable, and while the artwork is good. it is
not good enough to carry this book. Even
mangas I didn't like at first have made me
want to read on just to see what happens next.
I don't care about Billy the Kid or Axel: not
enough to want to read to an end that is as predictable as the days of the week.
Riot comes from VIZ COMICS. which has
a strong reputation for good manga. This one
fell short. Riot is nothing to care about. chase
after or protect. even if mv life was on the line

Devil-Man Ain't Half Bad
;. \ e heard about Devil-Man for years It
has had a cult follow mg for as long as I could
remember. I was finally able to get my hands
on the first Issue created in 1995 for

VEROTIK PUBLICATIONS" a company
that deals In risque
storvlines I was finallv
"
.
able to see w hat fill the fuss w as about.
Frankly, I can't understand why it has such a
cult following at all
Written and Drawn by GO NAGAI. an artist
and wrrter I have heard nothing about. Devil
Man is nothing to be In awe of. Pretty much
a Tales from the Darkside type of comic. the
stories contain tw IStS and turns that are supposed to leave you stunned I thought it w as
cool. but not shocking.
First off. this manga is done in color.
think that the black
and \\ hite mangas I
have rev iewed in the
past are far better and
show much more in
detail and 5[0,""
I
don t know w hose
Idea It w as to color
this

specific

work.

but It wasnt something I would have
done.
Fhe color
leaves the artw ork
looking

cheesy.

there was nothing
here to look at and all
that w as left to carry
this rnanga was the
storv

Now. I have Insulteo this book in that I sa: there IS really noth.ng special about It. but I must say that the
story IS pretty good Sometimes. when you

near so much about something. and finallv. get
:. our hands on it. vou become 'very let down at
,,\ nat : ou see ! mean. I was expecting the
~reatest rnanaa 01 all. but w hat I 120t was far
rrom that Still. the story \\ as good enough
.nat j. \\ ouid recommend It TO those that rna:
~

-
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The Road to EI Dorado may have been a
tough one, but not as tough as the road to box
office success that this DREAMWORKS
movie faces. While the movie is actually very
well done and entertaining, it has several
flaws that will make it one of the best animated films no one ever saw.
The Road to El Dorado is an often-funny
tale of friendship, which faces many obstacles
in some exciting adventures that really make
this film fun to watch.
- Tulio and Miguel, voiced by Kevin Kline
and Kenneth Branagh, respectively, are twobit conmen who wind up becoming prisoners
on Spanish explorer Cortes' ship. Their
escape takes them to a land called EI Dorado,
where it is said gold awaits.
This is a fictional tale about a legendary
place that Cortes searched for in real life.. As
we all know, he never found it, and in his
attempts. he massacred the Aztec Empire. Of
course, this is not mentioned here. This
movie is for the family.
What we do get to see is a humorous tale
that really starts to take shape when Tulio and
Miguel are mistakenly identified as gods by
an Indian High Priest, Tzekel-Kan (Armand
Assante). He wants to use them in his hopes
to seize control of the tribe from the chief,
voiced by Edward James Olmos.
Seeing an opportunity to seize the gold of
the land, the two conmen go along with the
idea that they are Gods. They run into a
native, Chel, voiced by Rosie Perez, who
wants adventure and learns of the conmen's
plans. She decides that they need her help
whether they want it or not. Chel attaches
herself to Tulio and, in an effort to be alone,
gets Miguel to enjoy the beauty of their city.
Miguel enjoys the beauty of the land and
learns to have fun with the natives. He enjoys
his time so much that he makes a decision to
stay, or at least prolong his stay there. Tulio
wants to leave, and through further misunderstanding, the two men's friendship is strained,
causing Miguel to officially decide to stay
behind.
-A1iding to these complications is the High
Priest's decision to forcibly take over the tribe
and Cortes' emergence near the hidden city.
What takes place in this movie is some fastpaced action, often hilarious scenes between

come across It.
Dev il-Man IS a half-human. half-demon.
who must save the world from the devil and
the dernon w orld. His quest IS to find demons
and destroy them so that they don't get their
hands on the innocent humans. In this issue.
Devil-Man falls into a time slip and goes back
to Germany where he encounters a painter by
the name of Adolf. The painter and his Jewish
friend attempt to sell a painting of a beautiful
woman from Adolf's past. When doing so.
Adolf discovers that the man buying the
painting is a demon and has the beautiful
woman in his clutches. Devil-Man stops the
demon. but not before he kills the woman
Adolf loves.
What happens at the end is rather cool and
thought provoking in a
small instance, but it is
rather . predictable
when you think about
it. Just from this column. I am sure you
can figure out what I
am talking about.
Nothing spectacular
and nothing so amazing that should make
the average manga
reader search high and
low for this comic.
Still, If you do come
across this comic by
chance. pick it up and
give it a read. It is
rather interesting and
while the first issue's
artwork IS a little bit cheesy. the stol)fis interesting enough for yOU to possibly pick up the
next Issue and continue on m the Devil-Man's
adventures.
As for me. I would like to read more of
Devil-Man,
but after I'm done with each
,
Issue. I really don't see any need to keep it.
Del, II-Man IS gorng to be sold by this reader
on EBay Whv don't : ou try to pick It up?

The Road to Nowhere
the film. It was very upbeat and fun. but not
Elton John is one of the greatest singers of
on this CD. The film's version had Kevin
our time. Almost everything he lends his
Kline and Kenneth Branagn sing the song,
voice to IS a masterpiece. The soundtrack to
but the CD's version has Elton John stealing
EI Dorado IS not.
the
spotlight with Randy Newman. I was
lt was hard for me to say this. The soundvery disappointed with this. and this was the
track brought together the men responsible for
song I most liked. The rest of the songs just
the Lion King soundtrack and that was a mascouldn't
terpiece.
keep my
Where did
interest
Elton John
as
[
and Tim Rice
clicked to
go
wrong
the
next
w ith
EI
track out
Dorado?
of boreWell. there
dom.
I
IS
nothing
did
give
that makes
it a secyou want to
ond lissing along
ten, but
with any of
that was
the
songs.
fruitless
Many of the
and only
songs
are
made me
just
too
despise
sappy
and
the
CD
hard to swalmore.
Some
low.
Elton
are touching
John is
and sweet,
an
exceland at times
len t
actually
Even an Animated Enon John Could Not Save this singer
sound good.
and
They
still
CD from the Bargain Bin.
writer of
lack somemusic.
thing. They
Unfortunately, his efforts fail here. What
don't have that DISNEY soundtrack feel. It
makes matters worse is that this is a cartoon
sounds like this CD was designed for older
and it's not even for kids. So,
soundtrack
people. but what older person is going to buy
what does this mean? Well. adults who like
a soundtrack for a movie that seemed to be
Elton John and grew up listening to his music
geared towards kids?
may want to add this to their collection. All
The only song that I did like from the movie
non-diehard
Elton John fans may just want to
is It's Tough to be a God. This song actually
put this CD on the Road to the bargain bin.
invoked some scenes from the movie since
the song has some of the funniest moments in

the two conrnen. and some witty dialogue
backed by some of the best animation you
could find and a decent soundtrack.
So, what's wrong with this film? Well, this
movie is not really for kids. Some scenes and
dialogue went way over the heads of the kids
watching this film. There were some sexual
situations as well, and many implied instances
of sex that do not present themselves in most
kids' movies. Some of the children present
could not comprehend some of the scenes and
a few of them asked their parents, "How long
is left?" and "When are we going horne?"
That's ok. It's not bad to have an animated
film for adults. Well. this movie isn't really
for adults either. Many scenes are definitely
geared for children. A horse that takes on
human qualities, the many lame jokes that are
specifically for kids, and many of the other
cutesy moments cry out kids' movie.
Get where I am going? This film doesn't
attract kids because there are no talking animals. magical items or really catchy songs.
The story is about EI Dorado. a land kids
don't really know about. The movie contains
materiaJ they may not have encountered and
the subject matter of the film is something
children may not understand. Adults may like
the idea of the film, but because it is still presented like a kids' movie. they will not go
unless their children want to go. which they
will not.
El Dorado is a well-done film. Dream Works
has a lot of work to do if they plan on competing with DISNEY. EI Dorado is another
step in the right direction, moving past their
last attempt (prince of Egypt). Still, the
effort isn't good enough. El Dorado alienates
different movies because it can't decide what
target audience it is after. If it is specifically
for kids. parents will come anyway. Going
down the middle ground is not always the best
way. EI Dorado suffers from this and makes
this movie a fine film that no one will see.
Still, the Road to El Dorado does pave the
road for future successes. If I 'Were Disney. I
would prepare to be worried in a couple of
years. With former Disney staff members
now working on the DreamWorks' animation
crew, DrearnWorks' next movie may be titled.
The Road to Box Office Gold.
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An end to an era. Either you go out
with a bang or you go out with a whimper. The Smashing Pumpkins went out
with a whimper. In what many have
suggested is the Smashing Pumpkins'
last
CD with Billy
Corgan,
Machina/the Machines of God is a
pretty damn depressing CD.
Now, while I said they went out with
a whimper, I didn 't mean it as a bad
thing. I liked this CD~ because every
track seemed more depressing than the
last. I guess Corgan is really thinking
about leaving and is very melancholy
about it. I like depressing music and no
matter what Corgan sings, his voice
oozes depression. That 's pretty damn
cool in my book. Nice to have a CD I
can tum the lights off and listen to in
pitch black as I sulk about my current
problem for the week. )
The first two tracks are the best two
tracks on the CD. The Everlasting
Gaze is the song I have been hearing on
the radio and I have to say that it is pretty damn good. Starting off with the
words. "You know I'm not dead," this
CD lets you know just exactly what to
expect. He may not be dead yet, but it
sure ~ like he wishes be was. He
is forever waiting
you have to ask
yourself: waiting for what? This song is
upbeat, adrenaline pumping and contains some kick ass music.
Enchanted in the.rapture ofhis .senumental sway/ but underneath the wheels
lie the skulls of every c.o.g.! the fickle
fascination ofan everlasting God.
This song just screams hatred and
contempt. I love that in a song.
Smashing Pumpkins sure know how to
get .a rise out of someone. This is the
type rof music that you just want to jump
up and down to, shake your head all
over the place and slam into the nearest
person on the dance floor or on the
train; wherever yOM happen to be Iistening to this CD.
The very next song is a favorite of.
mine because the words are very poetic
and interesting. "Rain falls on everyone," Corgan says at the beginning of
Raindrops and Sunshowers. The
message seems to be that everyone has
their problems and they are the problems we all face. "And I'm just trying
to walk with you between the raindrops," happens to be one of the best
lines I have ever heard in a song. It is
very prophetic. You know it is like we
are all trying to escape the bad times,
but it's like trying to walk in between
raindrops and that is virtually impossible. Wow!
Smashing Pumpkins kick ass. I like
trying 10 interpret their songs. Corgan
is a poet and a genius. His songs are
outstanding and while some critics have
been down on this CD~ I know true
greatness when I hear it. I hope this is
not their last CD together, but if it is, I
am glad they went out the way they did.
Now, go away. I have to sit in the dark
and listen to some more.
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According to the Guiness Book, the fastest restaurant in the world
serves the client's foodwithin 13 seconds after the order is made. The
name of the restaurant isKarne Garibaldi, in Guadalajara, Mexico.
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1 Gymnastic apparatus
5 _ER employees
9 I'Jamesakes of David's
prophet abbrev.
14.
mater
15 ~In--G-POOi' manner
16 Wipeout
17 How Matt went down a
slide
18 Where a lion sleeps
19 Heron
20 How Paul wanted men to
pray (2 Tim. 2:8 3 words)
23 Bee follower
1

1

24
25
28
29
32
~3

34
35

Ifl~h

Less than
Intimate
Shade
British comic Michael
-Rooter
Minus
Jesus' prediction (John
3:14 5 words)
Surrender
Two blocks away from 47
Down
Aired again
Drink suffix
Lanced
Agrarian
. Irish
Fib
Where God has taken our.
sins (Ps. 103:12 4 words)
Belonging to which person
1

38
39
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40
41
42
43
44
45-

46

1

52

54
55

56

57
58
59

60
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Opposite of good
A

30
31
32

father

May 6 2000 is NY _ _
. Day
1

33
34

Philosopher Descartes
Altars (Lot.)
Mettore
t>rOOpS
Nqise a dog makes when its
tail is stepped on

36
37
42
43
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DOWN
1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
21
22

Huge party
Singer
Fitzgerald
Ugandan dictator
Parental organization
against drunk driving
Phone feature
Song from the 40s
Music symbol
Man-made
_ in a hay stack
Debate

46
47
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49

50
51
52

53

Kevin Spacey's _
Supects
Sports channel
Pikachu's word
Siskef for example
Lecher's look
Light wood
More loyal
Put in handcuffs
Winchesters
Painter's stand
What cheating men are
doing everytime they speak
to their wives
Golf call
Alphabet City street
can you see
Goo
Asian mountain range
Ooze
British bathrooms
Sandwich meat
l

Answers from the last crossword

What goes out when it rai~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1
2
3
4
5
at Shea
R E CUR
14
A
TON
E
Opposite of WNW
17
C
Ready
Go~
20
KEN
Pacino's
of a Woman 24S
Garden command: "When
32
G
it you will
you _
37
A
surely die" (Gen. 2:17)
T
A
Renowned
"
1

1
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25
26
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E

Escape

Potato chip brand
Sign on an apt
Geometrical figures
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